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English Department
University oi Kentucky

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

Lexington

CRITERIA AND STANDARDS FOR EVALUATING ENGLISH 101 THEMES

Form 9967 A

Establishing absolute standards for evaluating freshman themes is
impossible because the criteria cannot be precisely defined or the writing
accurately measured, and because the variables are almost limitless and are
of fluctuating importance depending on subject, purpose, and audience. Yet,
although absolute standards cannot be set, some general ideas about what
freshmen should achieve in writing can be suggested. The following six
criteria comprise an arbitrary grouping of qualities that should be
evaluated. All of these are important and must be considered. But the
first three -- organization, support of generalization, and mechanics --
are of particular concern in English 101. Because the others -- content,
diction, and style -- require additional writing experience, training, and
maturity, they are more important factors in English 102.

What follows is a detailed analysis of the six criteria and an
application of them in providing guidelines for evaluating English 101 themes.

The Six Criteria

I. Organization

A. Has the writer written about the assigned subject?
B. Does he have a clear plan?
C. Has he developed it logically?
D. Has he adequately limited the subject?
E. Has he unified the paper around a central thesis?
F. Has he properly emphasized the ideas in the paper?
G. Has he written the paper from a consistent viewpoint?
H. Are his introduction and conclusion effective?
I. Has he linked his paragraphs together with transitional devices?
J. Has he organized his paragraphs?

1. Do they contain topic sentences?
2. Is all the material in each paragraph relevant to the topic

entence?
3. Are the sentences arranged in logical order?
4. Is coherence achieved with transitional devices?

II. Support of Generalizations

A. Are examples, illustrations, fac
B. Are they relevant?
C. Are they well chosen for the audience and
D. Would an intelligent reader accept the eviden
E. Do the details appeal to the senses?
F. Are abstract words carefully defined or illustrated?
G. Is the support of the generalizations as reasonably complet

time for the assignment will allow?

ts, or other forms of evidence used?

the purpose of the paper?
e used?

as the
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III. Mechanics

A. Is the paper completely free of gross spelling errors and generally
free of others?

B. Does the punctuation give the appropriate syntactic signals? Is
helpful punctuation omitted?

C. Does the writer know when to capitalize and when not to?
D. Does the writer handle titles, syllabification, numbers and

abbreviations acceptably?
E. Is the paper free of major sentence faults?

1. Is it free of unintentional fragments (Students may be asked
to underline intentional ones.)

2. Is it free of run-on sentences?
3. Is it free of inappropriate comma splices?

F. Does the student follow acceptable usage standards in matter of
agreement?
1. Is the paper free of serious subject-verb agreement errors?
2. Is the paper free of serious pronoun-antecedent agreement errors?

G. Is the paper free of serious errors of case?
H. Is the paper free of confusing dangling modifiers and other

ambiguities?

IV. Content

A. Is the paper interesting?
B. Are the ideas relatively fresh and original?
C. Do the ideas reveal some maturity of judgment?
D. Do the observations suggest the writer's critical perception

and insight?
E. Has the writer analyzed the subject intelligently, accurately,

and thoroughly?
F. Have the writer's conclusions been developed from an objective,

logical, comprehensive examination of the subject?
G. Has the writer gone beyond platitudes, trite comments, and

obvious statements?
H. Does the writer generally indicate his good sense?

A. Is the vocabulary level that of a college student?
B. Is it appropriate for the purpose, subject, and audience?,
C. Are the words used accurately?
D. Are esoteric terms clarified for the specified audience?
E. Has the writer avoided ineffective clich'A?
F. Is the language interesting and vivid?
G. Is the language too formal, stilted, or elaborate for the audience,

purpose, or subject?
H. Is most of the language concrete?
I. Has the writer avoided unnecessary repetition of words or sounds?
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VI. Style
- 3 -

A. Have unnecessary words been elminated?
B. Are the sentences effective?

1. Are the sentences varied in length and type?
2. Are short, simple sentences used sparingly?
3. Is the passive voice used only where it is appropriate?
4. Is subordination used when it would signal intended relationships?
5. Is parallelism used where possible? Is faulty parallelism

avoided?
C. Does the writer of the expository paper appear to be a sincere,

reasonable, unbiased individual?
D. Is the tone appropriate to the audience subject, and purpose?
E. Is the writing easy? Does it appear to flow effortlessly?
F. Would a reader like to meet and know the !miter or read something

else he's written?

The Guidelines

The C Paper and Its Author

The C paper is an adequate piece of work, nothing more or less. The
student has organized the material ably, employed details to support his
generalizations, and handled mechanics satisfactorily. Although more might
have been accomplished in any one or all of these three areas, the C student
has revealed his competence in them. What his papers usually lack 30MC
praiseworthy feature: significant or fresh ideas, felicity of expression,
or grace of style. Although containing little that is impressive, C papers
explain an idea of some substance in a clear and acceptable manner. In
general, they may be labeled satisfactory, average, or adequate, usually
eliciting both favorable and unfavorable comments, and neither pleasing nor
displeasing a reader.

The D Paper and Its Author

The D paper is deficient in only one major area (organization, support, or
mechanics). If the writer makes serious errors in mechanics, fails to
organize his paper or paragraphs adequately, or does not provide ample
support for his generalization, he should receive a D. It is important to
remember that D is a passing grade, allowing the student to proceed into
102. Consequently, he must be able to write with some proficiency and with
some sense, and his papers must contain some redeeming features; otherwise
he should receive an E.

Sometimes it is tempting to overlook serious spelling sins or a tendency
to ramble because of some brilliance in content, style, or diction. Good
writing, however, requires that the student learn to discipline himself.
If he does not, he should not receive a C in the course. Until he can
write without some major weakness, his papers should be graded D.



The E Paper and Its Author

The E paper is deficient it at least two of the three major areas
(organization, support, and mechanics). Because the writer has spoken
English for at least twelve years, and had completed four years of high
school English courses, he is literate. But his papers are so poor that
they are difficult, annoying, and confusing to read. Unless he receives
more training and experience in writing, he will embarrass himself, his
English 101 teacher, and the department if he is allowed to pass. Usually
the main problems in an E paper are faulty mechanics and inadequate support.
In some instances, the writer may skirt numerous difficulties by using simple
words and simple sentences to express simple ideas. A childish paper of
this type should receive an E even though it may be devoid of glaring
weaknesses.

Late in the semester it is hard to resist rewarding a poor student who has
worked diligently and progressed slightly. To raise this student's
grade because of improvement or effort rather than demonstrated
ability is to be unfair to him, to other students, and to the department.
An E grade is always difficult to give, but if the student honestly
deserves it, then he should receive it. Along with the many privileges
and pleasures of teaching are the responsibilities. Maintaining standards --

particularlyattheLlandElevelsisunpleasantarletrldnibut necessary.

The B Paper and Its Author

The B paper is not only competent in the major areas, and also the minor
ones, but it excels in several. As opposed to the C paper, the B paper-
contains certain achievements that make it more than satisfactory. Usually
these are in the areas of content or language. Although lapses may appear
in the paper, they areusuallytrivial and sparse. More than compensating
for them is the skill displayed in organizing, and supporting ideas,
selecting words, handling mechanics, and treating the subject with
judiciousness, maturity, and insight. The Bpaper is not outstanding but
it reveals fine work by an intelligent student who has demonstrated
proficiency in all six areas, and excellence in some. Mere absence of
gross errors alone should never be rewarded with a B.

The A Paper and Its Author

The A paper need not be publishable in The Atlantic Monthly or The New York
Review. Nevertheless, it is a superior piece of work that is a pleasure to
read and a temptation to show to colleagues. Although outstanding, it need
not be flawless; even Homer nodded and Shakespeare might have profited from
blotting a line.

Usually the A paper excels the B paper in content, dictionvand style. The A
student generally treats his subject in some relatively original manner, re-
vealing keen perception, mature judgment, and sound logic. He also uses
language with sensitivity, assurance, and vitality. Moreover, he has developed
a style that possesses some grace, charm and vitality.

The A paper need not he perfect, but it should be a superior, outstanding,
and excellent piece of work for a freshman.
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A Final Word

In grading papers, teachers must be aware of the halo effect that causes one
outstanding feature to eclipse several weaknesses. A paper may be highly
interesting and adequately organized but if it has been done carelessly,
then it deserves at most a D. .English 101 should teach students to
write carefully not erratically; to rely on perspiration, not inspiration
and to plan, write, revise, and proofread, not dash off first drafts.
It should build a firm foundation, not a shaky one. In the process, a
Faulkner or Barth may not pass the course. But hundreds of future chemists,
doctors, sccial workers, nurses, architects, lawyers, salesmen, farmers,
and teachers should learn to write clearly, concisely, correctly, and effec-
tively. As for the highly creative individualist, let us certainly encourage
him but let us also, for his own sake, teach him to discipline himself.
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UTIAT YOUR COURSE IS ABOUT

The main aim of the course is to help you to learn to write--that
is to set your ideas down on paper clearly, interestingly, and persuasively.
Writing is so personal that probably no one can teach you to do it; the
most you can reasonably expect from your instructor is help while you learn.
And learning depends mainly on your own interest and quick - wittedness, rather
than any amount of dull plodding. Your own attitude-is first an importance.
Your writing will improve most if you can persuade yourself to look at the
course as an opportunity and at your instructor as someone who helps you
by pointing out the faults that you need to correct.

But anyone who writes has to have something to say. Although your
ideas need to be worked out in your own mind, your mind can be stimulated
from outside. Partly for that purpose, you will be asked to read essays
and articles, which will afterwards be discussed in class. (The rest of
the purpose of the reading is to show you how other people have set their
ideas down on paper.) The reading and discussion will stimulate you, we
hope, to do some thinking of your own. When that has happened, you will
have something to say--unless you lack the courage to say it. Remember
that it is much better to say what you think and be wrong than to say what
you suppose your instructor or classmate expects you to. The latter kind
of writing is dishonest.

While honesty is one virtue in thinking and writing, another is the
ability to see and admit mistakes. Many people are afraid that changing
their minds must be a sign of weakness; instead, when there is reason
enough, it is a sign of intelligence. Sensible people often form opinions
with the help of discussion, which brings to them new information and
different points of view. It is among the stupid and weak that discussion
"never gets anywhere."

Facts and ideas which are new to you will probably appear often in
your reading. But the ideas will make little or no impression on your
mind unless you read with full understanding. You already know how to
read, how much you understand of what there is to be understood. Actually,

most people read quite badly, and you probably have no real reason to
suppose that you are an exception. Therefore, you should make every effort
to learn, with your instructor's help, so that ideas can flow into your
mind in their proper shape.

The emphasis on ideas, both yours and those of other people, should
give you an important clue to the kind of course this will be. It has

been designed to give you a chance to learn to read with understanding
and write for understanding.
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English Department
University of Kentucky
December 12, 1967

Student's Name
(please print)

Student's Section

English 101 - Final Examination

1. Please print your name and write your section number in the space above. When

study the following topics for a few minutes to select the one that you are

most interested in and informed about. Do not take too much time to decide.

2. Prepare a thesis statement or statement of intent and a two level sentence

outline (Roman numbers and capital letters) Make certain that you have

restricted your subject and be sure to provide a title.

3. Write a well supported, unified, logically developed theme. You need not feel

obligated to follow your outline exactly if you get other ideas as you proceed.

If you wish, you may allude to any essays or books read this semester.

4,, Avoid the temptation to leave the examination early. As time allows, revise

and rewrite your paper or part of it. Although you will not be graded on

neatness, you may distract and annoy a reader if your paper is a mess.

5. Place your paper face up when you have finished, fold it from bottom to top,

and write your name, section number, and the name of your instructor in the

lower left-hand corner. In addition, place this form inside your paper. Do not

landinAycLEtiy-lerpaerstolour instructor.

Examination Topics

A. The following statement appeared recently in a local newspaper:
It is a very thin line that separates those who burn draft cards

and tell men to refuse to go to the services after being drafted,

from outright communism. We sometimes wish that Congress would

actually declare a state of war so that these unpatriotic and

subversive groups could be forced "underground" or jailed.

Discuss the subject of patriotism indicating whether you agree with the

writer's use of unpatriotic.

B. To readers unfamiliar with college life, define and describe one of the many

types of students to be found on this campus.

C. The Kernel recently devoted most of an issue to the strengths and weaknesses

of the Greek system at UK. Write an objective appraisal of fraternities and

sororities here, pointing out whether these social organizations serve ani

significant purpose.

D. Violence, according to many, is an increasingly more evident characteristic

of American life. According to others, it is a natural consequence of

American life. Discuss.

E. Trlhat would be one significant action that the University could take to help

its entering freshmen meet the problems of college life? Cite an existing

difficulty and show how your proposal would do much to alleviate it.

F. A current slogan warns, "Don't trust anyone over thirty:" Write an analysis

of the lack of understanding and communication between the generations.

G. Should students have complete autonomy in setting dormitory regulations?

For the Grader Only

Student's Final Examination Grade Name of Grader
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Aug 30-31

Sept. 1-2
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SYLLABUS FOR ENGLISH 101

Classwork

Write name, class, section number, names of
texts (excluding paperbacks) on board. Assign
following in-class theme: From either your
high school experience or your reading in Writer
to Writer, indicate what you consider to be the
most helpful, interesting, unusual, or useless
advice about writing. Take roll.

Check role carefully. Discuss purpose of
course (see handout), comment on textbooks.
Pass out and review "Directions for Freshman
Students," Begin dictionary study.

Assignment

Read introductory section
of dictionary (front &
back matter; explanatory
material).

McCrimmon, chapter 7.

(Holiday 4)
and
5

Return and discuss themes. Pass out and
review plagiarism handout. Continue
dictionary-study & begin chapter 7.

6-7 Continue discussion of chapter 7 &
analyse several definitions written on
board.

8-9 Discussion of chapter 1 and student theses
written on board.

Have students write a
dictionary entry for
new work, new use of old
word, or slang word.

McCrimmon, chapter 1.
Write thesis for paper
on plagiarism.

Write 20000 word para-
graph on plagiarism.
Theme 1.

11 -12

13-14

15-16

Conclude discussion of chapter 1.

Discussion of chapter 2, exercises.

Return papers; refer to Handbook in
McCrimmon. Discuss essay; emphasize
use of details.

Read chapter 2, exercises

Readings for Rhetoric
(RR), (Twain, Hersey,
Orwell, or Camus).

Write Theme II. See
exercises RR, 19, 491,
510-11, 49. (250-350 wds)

18-19

20-21

22-23

Catch-up day. (Review handbook section.)
Set up schedule for conference #1.

Discussion of chapter 5, exercises.

Return & discuss papers. Analyze essay,
especially paragraph development.

Read chapter 5; assign
certain paragraphs for
study.

Read RR, (Forster, Jarrell,
Bigelow, or Langer.)

Write Theme III. See
McCrimmon, p. 140, ex. B.
(350-450 wds)



Aug 25-26

27-28

29-30
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Conclude chapter 5. Analyze paragraphs.

Discussion of chapter 3, exercises.

Return & discuss papers

Read chapter 3, exercises.

Read chapter 4, exercises.

Read RR, (Bigelow, Wilder,
or Huxley -301). Write
outline for Theme IV (in-
class).

Oct 2-3 Analyze essay; outline it on board.

4-5 Return & comment on outlines. Discuss
chapter 6.

6-7 Write in-class paper based on outline.
(Theme IV).

Read chapter 6.

Revise outlines.

Review chapter 6.

9 -10 Conclude chapter 6, exercises. Set up
conference schedule.

11-12

13-14

16-17

18-19

20-21

Return and comment on papers. Study
sentence structure in assigned RR essay.

Discuss essay. Look closely at sentence

Catch -up day. (Glossary in McCrimmon).

MIDSEMESTER GRADES DUE OCTOBER 19

Discuss chapter 8.

Return and discuss Theme V.

RR. (Bacon, Macaulay, or
Morgenthau).

RR. (Optional)

Write Theme V with sentence
outline (600-700 wds).
See RR 133, 182.

Read chapter 8.

Read about 75 pages in
assigned paperback.

Continue reading.

23-24

25-26

27-28

Discussion of novel

DiscuSsion of novel

In-class essay examination to test
application of chapter 8. (Theme VI)

Continue reading.

Continue reading.

Continue reading.

30-31

Nov 1-2

Conclude discussion of novel

Discussion of chapter 9.

3-4 Conclude discussion of chapter 9.

Read chapter 9

Prepare outline for
Theme VII (book review or
critical essay on novel).
About 900 words.

Write Theme VII with outline
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10-11
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Catch-up day. (Analyze opening
paragraph in second novel).

Discussion of Novel.

Return and discuss Theme VII.

Read second novel.

Read second novel.

Read second novel.

13-14

15-16

17-18

20-21

22

Continue discussion of.novel.
Assign Theme VIII, comparing
both novels in one particular
respect.

Discussion of novel.

Discusssion of novel.

Conclude novel. Discussion of both
novels.

Miscellaneous

Thanksgiving vacation

Read second novel.

Prepare outline for theme.

Write Theme VIII (about
1,000 words) & submit
outline.

Free

Free

27-28

29-30

Dec 2

Schedule conferences. Review what
students should have learned from
McCrimmon.

Discussion of essay

Discussion of essay

Read RR. (Baldwin, Swift,
Plato, Hutchins, or
Hardwick) ".

Read RR. (Optional).

Read RR. Alert students to
in-class paper on essay.

4-5

6-7

8-9

11-12

In-class paper (Theme IX)

Discussion of Hemingway.

Return Theme IX. Discuss Cowley.

Read RR. Hemingway)

Read RR. (Cowley)

Free

Summerize course. Information about final
examination.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR A THEMATIC APPROACH TO LIT7RATURE . English 102

1, Rebellion of youth against old forms and authority°

Turgenev, Fathers and Sons
Joyce, Portr."f-iii Afirst as a Man

Lermentciv7ThiroraFTEe-
Conrad, Yeah

Quo
de Chateaub Rene
Sophocles, Asatyisse

21 Existentialism. ( should be used only with class of good students)

May, Rollo. Man °s Search for Himself
Dostoevsky, krOUir frandegroom
Cams, The Serirger

*
Sartre,"Tioudi-t:sleep

Twirris
Kafka, PZaicKck and Other St. ogies
Beckett#91MMNie

3 Human integrity and repponsibility.,

Osborne, John. Luther
Anoui3,1, Becket
00Flahertglirra Informer
Sophoclee, ATgone
de SainttaxupstelfOt Flight

Firge-to Arras
Heeeep St wo3.f
Tolstoi, arenina *
ShakespealliTHiirga
Conrad, 'ord 76"."-
Shaw, So
Ibsen,"ffirkrate.r Builder

la"" of the Pe
Jorgenson, man o Assisi

L hove and marriage In literature&

Ibsen, A %Ws House
PlutjecNii:E-77,-frige Family, and the Good Life
Tolstoi, 1Cramiu
Shaw, klailiawSIZEsmatAusten_

Pride- and Prejudice *
foongreve,WrIG:rol9h7Wi d
Fiekdingo 'Miriam-re.°
Dostoevsky7Thrrgend of the
Bronte, wuth
Shakespeare, The Taming of the Shrew
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5. The hero in literature.

Conrad: Lord Jim
Sophocles, Oedipus Rex
Shakespeare, Hamlet

Macbeth

Camus, The Stranger
Sartre, The Flies
Fielding, Tom Jones *

Joseph Andrews
Ibsen, An Enemy of the People

The Master Builder

6. Fantasy in literature.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels
Huxley, Brave New World
Orwell, 1284
Voltaire, Candide
To)kien, The Hobbit
Homer, The Odyssey
Lewis, Out of the Silent Planet

7. Racial relations in literature

Turnbull, Colin M., The Lonely African

Paton, Cry, the Beloved Country

Shakespeare, Othello
Conrad, Heart of Darkness
Faulkner, Intruder in the Dust ***

8. The writer as a social critic.

Arnold, Discourse in America
Civilization in the United

Plato, The Republic
Snow, The Affair
Galsworthy, The Man of Property
Dickens, Bleak House *
Hardy, Return of the Native
Huxley, Brave New World

Brave New World. Revisited

Orwell, The Animal Farm
1984

9. War in literature.

Shaw, The Devil's Disciple

Major Barbara
Koestler, Darkness at Noon
Homer, The Iliad
Sartre, Troubled Sleep

Bellow, Henderson the Rain King ***

Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby ***

Hardy, Jude the Obscure

States Chekhov, The Cherry Orchard
Gogol, Dead Souls

Gorky, The Lower Depths
Waugh, Brideshead Revisited

Frisch, Biedermann and the
Dostoevskt, Crime and Punishment

Moliere, Tartuffe
Romains, The Death of a Nobody

Wells, The War of the Worlds

Fedi% Cities and Years
O'Flaherty, The Informer
Remarque, All Quiet on the

Western Front

* Because of length or difficulty treat as two works.

*** American works may be used if they have not been read by any of the students

in English 101.
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Selected frpo "SUGGESTED PAPERBACKS FOR ENGLISH 102 "

Paton, Alan
the Beloved CountrL

Remarque, Erich Maria
All Quiet on the Western Front

de Saint ...limper,* Antoine
Night Flight

t"15-AFras
aridailntars

Sartre, Jean Paul
Troubled astm.

Irb]elig19...t!

Snow, P6 pry
Stran era and Brothers

11111M.NIMermalMII

Sophocles
Oedi tuiAeit

bne

Stein, Gertrude
Three Lives

Tolkien, J, K,, R,
The Hobbit

Faroseship of the tin
No' ott-7i'-s

!EIMER of pans

Toletoi, Leo
Anna Karenina *
Veritiirgaita

Turgenev, Ivan
Fathers !Eitel

Vergil
Aened.d

Voltaire
Candide

Waughp Evelyn
Brideshead Revisited

nIrmarii

Wells, H. 0,,

The War of the Worlds
Tr....a.te-Tachine

Woolf, Virginia

The Agnlatinvillftsawn.

PLAYS

Anouilhp dean
Becket

Becket, Samuel
Waiting for Godot

Brecht, Bertold

The Good Woman of Setsuan
The MEEisian circie

Camus, Albert
pawls and Three Other Plays

Chekhov Anton
The Chra Orchard

.e

Congreve, William
The Emit the World

Frisch, Max
Biedermann and the Firebugs

Ibsen, Henrik
A Dolls HMSO
ThillSfera-Balder
n near of theiregi

Ionesco, Batons
The Rhinoceros

Jonsonp Ben

vim.

Molieres Jean Baptiste
The Misanthrst
11743/ir

Osborne, John
Luther11101000

Remains, Jules
The Death of a Yobody,

Sartre, Jean Paul
The Flies

moends
Shakespeare, Villiam

Hamlet
'Mbeano
TErrang of t, Shrew

Hribeth
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Shaw, George Bernard
Han and Superman
want 7oan

Disciple
1,STorrira Fx

HON FICTION

Arnold, Matthew
Disccoorees in America
trearrim orarifirirnited States

Berne, DAC
CAVIIMiLe

ClUlfilas Albert
The WI of SIT hum

Elsner, (ed.)
Bertrand Russell's Best

Fromm Erich
Men Prevail?

Goodman, Paul
Growing 11B Absurd

Huxley, Aldo,*
Bravo NOV World Revisited

Huxley, Julian
Man in the Modern World

Jorgensen' Johannes
St Francis of Assisi
millsas OMEN 41111

Kazantsakis, Nicos
The Greek Passion

MTh Rollo
tett Search far Himself

Plato
The

'1?...pict

Plutarch
On Love, the Family, and theGan

110.10UplOW aftP...WIDO

Riesmann, David
Selected Fria g from Individualism

=scoria ea.---irn--7-1-re

Tej, Josephine
The Daughtvr of Time

Turnbull, Colin M.
The Lonely. African

Ward, Barbara
The Rich Nations and the Poor Nations
PiTre"Taiaigirt-heVir="

* Because of difficulty or length, the work should be treated as equal to two,
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Spring Semester 1968
Freshman English

English 102 aabUs for Argument and tic Section

Check roll carefully. Be sure students are
signed up for your section. Introduction;
description of course; theme assignment --
evaluation of 101 course, departmental final,
or first semester of coll. e

2 in-class.paper

..111141.1i0

Prepare sentence
outline for in-class
paper.

Review McCrimmon, Ch. 4

3 Discuss outlfning;.read several student
papers aloud.6 have class try to outline
them. Discuss standards.

4 Return £ discuss papers; McCrimmon assgmt.

Read MCCrimmon, 3264140

waismorammasalb.sibiewilimorisiglefesial....ollimillmiroommamost.

Read McCrimmon, 341-362

vr.ftemillbYMONigiffi=1.6MMO=1YMIOMNONiONINIIM.OwNIMMINIIMMANYININIMO=MMMOGNNONSSIMSLimaMMAXMWWWW4=0

5

6

Discuss McCrimmon; work exercises.

Finish McCrimmon discussion; lecture on
definition -- (Good reference -- Mashy,
Patterns of AtimmeW.

Read Modes of !Amu/
Intragaron, pp 7-19

First essay in Modes
Of Amment

7

8

groaa4.11.M01,

Discuss essay as a form of definition

Lecture on form of the modern argument.
Discuse.gulde at the back of Beardsley's
text.

IP
Using.Beardsley's suggestions, discuss
the two essay: .. - noting particularly
any difference it form from the classical
to modern,

Out-of-clasS paper;
an extended definition
300-500 words

Read "A Modest teposal"
and "Cierrep Chatilgas
Commercial." Have,
students look for news .
paper editorial or letter
to the editor for argu-
ments based on logic --
sound or unsound.

INIMMINIMEMIMPIMINEMINIAMMOYINIGMAIIMOSOIMMONINIIIMONNOMIIWIMPI,e11041.1116

"The School Segregation
Decision of 1954."



11 Provide an editorial or reader letter Prepare sentence
outline for a
500-600 word argument
as in-class theme.

to he discussed in class.

12 In-class theme
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English Department
University of Kentucky

Class Period

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The Research Paper - Eng. 102

Class Work

Review of chapter

Review of assignment; work
out exercise pp. 261-2 in class.

Review McCrimmon. Stress use
of summary in note-taking. Work
exercise p. 269; practice writing
footnotes.

Review sample research paper in
McCrimmon. See exercise, pp. 279-80.

Discuss use and form of quotations,
ways to merge them into text. Also
use of ellipsis, brackets, capitaliza-
tion of titles.

6. Discuss casebook; writing of summary

7. Discuss introduction to paper

8. Write introduction; in-class theme.
(Instructor checks & returns outlines)

9. Writing laboratory: students write
draft in class.

10. Discussion of student problems.

January, 1968
Freshman English

Assignment

Read McCrimmon,pp.236-250.

,pp.251-263.

Bibliographical assignment.
Read McCrimmon,263-180.

Read McCrimmon, 281-325.

Assignment in
Casebook.

Continue reading in
Casebook.

Write summary of
Casebook selection.

Write preliminary
outline with thesis.

Complete Casebook.
Write note cards.

Complete first draft.

Complete paper.

A FeulAllalfal221E.

1. Do not require students to type their papers. If they type, they will do so; if they

don't and you insist on typed papers, the students will pay a professional typist

to do the work and to make all corrections, footnotes, etc.

2. Follow footnote and bibliography form in McCrimmon but make students aware that

there are other acceptable forms that may be required in writing other term papers.

What is important is to follow precisely whatever form is prescribed.

3. Students should realize that the research paper requires them to follow a series of

steps. They should learn how to work steadily on the paper instead of leaving

everything for the last minute.
4. Length of paper: 1,500 - 2,500 words. Try to make this writing assignment interesting

and challenging instead of having it develop into the usual tortuous ordeal.

5. Insist that the paper be well written. Although the student has used sources, the

paper is his work, and should be written in his words. Like all his papers, this

one should be interesting, clear, correct, and effective.
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

The following innovations have been introduced:

1. Departmental Final Examination: all students are required to take
the departmental final examination at the end of the first semester's
course. Those receiving an_Lreceive this grade for the course
unless the student's instructor appeals for a review of the final
and all written work. One other matter about the departmental final:
it is graded by someone other than the student's regular teacher. In
addition, experienced staff members grade the papers of students
taught by graduate students who are teaching for the first time.

2. Student Profile Forms: alistudents have at least three conferences with
their instructors. At the end of each conference, the instructor
completes a student profile form to indicate the student's weaknesses and
to make certain that at least some of the conference time is devoted
to a review of the student's writing.

3. Statement of Standards: this statement has been developed to promote some
uniformity in grading. In addition, next year I plan to circulate a
theme every week and to follow it several days later with a detailed
analysis and evaluation of it.

4. Next fall I will begin a team teaching television experiment in Freshman
English. During the summer I plan to make a series of fifteen minute
video tapes and to write teachers' guides for them. This material will
be used by graduate assistants, who will follow my television presentation
with a thirty-five minute planned discussion of the points made.



A STATEMENT OF PLAGIARISM
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APPENDIX C

All academic work submitted by a student to his instructor or other
academic supervisor is assumed to be the result of his own thought, research, or
self-expression. When a student submits work purporting to be his own, but which
In any way borrows ideas, organization, wording, or anything else from some other
source without appropriate acknowledgment of that fact, the student is guilty of
plagiarism.

Plagiarism may take many forms. The most flagrant form of plagiarism
consists in reproducing someone else's work, whether that be a published article
or chapter out of a book, a friend's paper in another class or school, or an old
essay in some file. Also serious is the practice of employing or even allowing
another person to alter or revise work which a student submits as his own,
whoever that other person may befriend, relative, roommate, professional typist,
;tutor, or anyone else. Students may, of course, discuss assignments among them-
selves or with an instructor or a tutor; but when7EFaaual work is done it must
he done by the student, and the student alone.

Similarly, when the student's assignment involves research in outside sources
of information, whatever they may be, he must be careful to acknowledge exactly
what, where, and how he has employed them. If he uses words of someone else, he
must put quotation marks around the passage in question, and add some appropriate
indication of its origin. Simply changing a word or two here and there, while
leaving the organization, content, and phraseology substantially intact and un-
quoted, is plagiaristic. Reproducing the uniquely individual organization or
ideas of another piece of work without acknowledgment of that fact also constitutes
plagiarism, wherever and however this may be done.

It ought to be understood, however, that nothing in these guidelines is
designed to discourage independent, creative research or the free expression of
ideas. Nor are these guidelines calculated to apply to those ideas which are so
generally and freely circulated as to be part of the public domain. On the
contrary, they are drawn to help students observe the amenities which govern the
formal transmission of ideas first encountered by a student in the process of
responding to an assignment.

It ought also to be understood that these guidelines apply equally to student
academic work of all kinds, and not only to written work. In any case in which
a student feels unsure about a question of plagiarism involving his work, he is
obligated to consult his instructor on the matter before submitting it.
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English Department University of Kentucky

FRESHMAN ENGLISH REPORT

Name Semester 19

Course Section Room Days Hours
.10.1Bm0.0 .141M.10.

Estimated In/Out

I. Subjects of Papers Assigned: Words Class

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

.....40.1.11m11.1

II. Supplementary Reading Assigned (Novels, Plays, Nonfiction):

1. 4.

2. 5.

3.

III. Conferences Held (approximate dates):

1.

2.

3.

4.

,1

IV. Chapters Assigned and Taught in McCrimmon (use numbers):
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Student's Name
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STUDENT WRITING PROFILE

Form 91867 A

Ilmpus Address

Cam us Phone No. Instructor Section

Second Semester Address

Second Semester's Instructor

First Semester Grade:

none No.

Class Section

T. Organization
A. Written on assi ned sub ect
B. L mited the sub ect 1

C. Clear thesis, lo icall dev.

D. Unified gager
E. Transitions
F. Complete, unified, orderly,

coherent paragraphs

II. Support of Generalizations
A. Sufficient use of details
B. Appropriate selection of

details
C. Effectiveness of details

III. Mechanics - Usage
A. Spelling
B. Punctuation
C. Other (specify)
D. Sentence faults
E. Errors in agreement
F. Errors in case
G. Ambiguities

First Semester Second Semester

IV. Content
A. Interesting, fresh, original

B. Mature judgment, insight
C. Good sense
D. Logical conclusions

V. Diction

A.
Vocabulary level

B. Concrete language
C. A ropriate lan ua e

VI. Style
A. Conciseness
B. Variety - sentence length

t pe
C. Use of active voice
D. Subordination
E. Parallelism
F. Tone om...rmn.a.rir+I-OIM

Explanation: X = weakness E = serious weakness

Additional comments may be written on the other side.



OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

Colurnbus

ENGLISH 101

Composition and Reading (first quarter)

TEXTBOOKS

(1) One of the four authorized desk dictionaries:

la Webster's New World Dictionary
b RUFFEEE:PaiTelwrgeventh New Collegiate Dictionary
(c The kiiiican correp-DIETTaiiiy
(d) Funk and Wagnaills Standard College Dictionary

(2) Robert M. Gorrell and Charlton Laird? Modern English Handbook,
Fourth edition, (Prentice -Hall, 1967)."---MHO

(3) John S. Jordan, Using Rhetoric (Harper & Row, 1965) (Jordan)

(4) Randall S. Decker, Patterns of Exposition (Little, Brown, 1966). .

(Decker)
(5) A Theme Folder (this ten-cent folder can be bought at any of the

bookstores).

OBJECTIVSS OF THE COURSE

The primary purpose of Snglish 101 is to improve the students' skill
in writing expository prose; the secondaryand ancillary--purpose of
the course is to improve the students' skill in reading. This state-
ment of objectives suggests that we regard English 101 as a "skills
course," a "service course." In a very real sense, English 101 is
that kind of course; the dnglish Department is responding to the plea
from parents, from the business community, and from the various
colleges that we teach students how to write. But perhaps we can
take a larger, a nobler view of our function. By teaching students
"how to write," we are also making a contribution to their liberal
education. The ability to articulate one's thoughts on paper in an
orderly, coherent, lucid, graceful fashion has traditionally been
looked upon as one of the marks of the educated man. Rhetoric as it
was taught by the Greek, Roman, medieval., and Renaissance school-
masters was one of the liberal arts, a discipline that "humanized"
and perfected the educated man. We can best:realize this larger ob-
jective by teaching our students how to think, how to order their
thoughts, and how to express their thoughts--by training them in the
ancient arts of inventio, dispositio, and elocutio.

If we are to achieve this nobler objective in English 101, we must be
concerned with something more than just bringing our students to a
level of..minimal correctness in matters of spelling, grammar, usage,
punctuation, and mechanics. This is not to say that in grading papers
we should overlook errors in spelling, syntax, and diction; we should
score those errors, and in assigning a grade to a paper, we should
take into consideration the student's competence in the "fundamental
decencies." After twelve years of schooling, students should have
acquired this mastery of fundamentals, but anyone who has taught a
college freshman -class knows that some students have not. Some of
those students can be helped to remedy their deficiencies simply by
being referred to the appropriate sections of a handbook; others will
need the additional help of private conferences. Occasionally, when
the instructor finds that a number of his students are making the same
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kind of error in grammar or punctuation or mechanics, he may want to
devote a class-period or part of one to such matters. Considering
the gradually improving quality of Incoming freshmen, this kind of
helpreferring the students to the handbook, giving them private
conferences, and devoting, an occasional classroom lecture to funda-
mentals --is all that we can reasonably be expected to give.

The special province of itnglish 101 is expository writing--that mode
.of discourse. which seeks to explain, to inform. Sxposition is one of
the forms of discourse that the student is frequently exposed to and
commonly asked to write--in textbooks, essay examinations, classroom
lectures, the news section of the daily paper, how-to-do books, in-
struction,sheets, etc. Many of the rhetorical principles that govern
effective expository writing also inform the other modes of discourse- -
argumentation, description, and narration. dAnglish 1U2 attempts to
build on the skills acquired in Snglish 101 by introducing the student
to those rhetorical strategies that produce good argumentative and
persuasive prose. _inglish 103 uses literaturepoetry, drama, and
th3 short story--as a basis for further exercise in expository and
argumentative writing. Snglish 101 lays the foundation for all the
exercises in composition that tha student does in the three quarters
of the freshman course.

TaTBOOKS

Gorrell and Laird's Modern alglish Handbook (Fourth .edition) is a
rhetoric handbook. 37.7187M is thrEIBT.7%extbook for all three
quarters of the freshman course, students should be urged not to sell
this textbook at the end of the quarter. Besides providing rhetori-
cal principles that the student can apply to the reading and writing
he does in the course, MEM serves as a handy reference text for
matters of grammar, usage, punctuation, and mechanics.

Jordan's Using Rhetoric is a soundly conceived and charmingly written
rhetoric Tan": lthe instruction it gives about the planning, organi-
zing, and writing of a theme will ground the student in techniques
that will be useful to him in any kind of writing he may be called on
to do in college and in later life.

Decker's Patterns of Sxposition is an anthology of expository prose,
providing sUbject-itter and models for the themes the students will
write. The headnotes to each section and the critical apparatus that
accompanies each essay help both teacher and student to probe the essays
profitably.

In many ways, the most valuable text that we require the student to

buy is the dictionary. But teachers will have to be fervent salesmen

or the dictionary. For some strange reason, students will not balk

at having to buy textbooks which most of them will sell ten minutes
after finishing the course; but they have to be urged, even coerced, to

buy the most valuable reference tool that is available to them in
college. Teachers must "sell" the dictionary to them. (Here is your
chance to exercise all your powers of rhetoric.) In order to induce
more students to buy a zood desk dictionary early in their college
career, we are devoting the second class of the quarter and the first
two writing-assignments to the dictionary. Sell the wordhoard.
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During the quarter, the student will write a minimum of five para-
graphs (150-200 words), four full-fledged expository themes (500-600
words), and an in-class theme (500-600 words) during' the two-hour
final examination. Because 4nglish 101 is primarily a writing course,
the grades on the written assignments should carry the principal
weight in determining the student's final grads in the course. But
the grades on themes should not be the sole determinant of the final
grade; his participation in classroom arassions, his grades on
reading quizzes, the conscientiousness with which he does his revi-
sions should allplay a part in determining his final grade.

The student should be required to do some kind or revision of all his
written work, except (because of lack of time) the five paragraphs
and the final in-class theme. Teachers may set their own policy on
revisions, but some kind of revision should be required and teachers
should read the revisions. Some teachers require their students to
rewrite the entire theme in the light of the general comment and the
marginal comments. Other teachers require their students to rewrite
only those' sentences or passages which have been marked in the manu-
script. Some teachers allow their students the option--and there is
considerable pedagogical merit to this practice--of rewriting the
theme for an additional grade or an improved grade. But to merit an
additional oi7ETERTied grade, the second effort must represent a
genuine reworking of the theme, not just patchwork. The revisions
should be returned to the student, if not with a grade, at least with
some indication that his work has been reviewed and recorded.

RSADING AND QUIVZS

In view of the objectives of J;nglish 101, we can justify our reading
assignments on a number of counts: (1) We want to give our students
practice in reading on an adult level; (2) We want to provide them
with a stock of ideas for classroom discussions and for their writing
assignments; (3) We want to supplement our classroom lectures with
the instruction in rhetorical principles that the textbooks provide;
(L&) We want to provide them with models for their writing assignments.

Since teachers have to assign more reading than can possibly be dealt
with in the classroom, they can ensure that their students do the
reading assigned by giving frequent, even daily, quizzes. Frequent,
short quizzes that take up no more than five or ten minutes of a
class-period accomplish this purpose much better than weekly or bi-
weekly quizzes over a lot of reading matter. The Teacher's Manual
for Patterns of exposition provides models for the kind of fill-in
and RYTET517-EfforErgitimions that teachers can devise for the reading
assignments in the other texts. It is suggested that teachers assign
one letter-grade for all the quizzes ,;even during the quarter and that
this letter-grade carry as much weight as a grade on a theme. However,

teachers cannot justify putting that much weight on the quizzes if
they give only a half dozen or so quizzes during the quarter.

The Daily Assignments part of this Syllabus indicates the reading
assignments from the various textbooks prescribed for the course.
Although teachers may want to spend some classes elucidating and
elaborating on the theoretical matters in Mai and in Jordan, the main
focus of attention in the classroom will 0175Fably be the essays in
Decker's Patterns of Zxposition or dittoed samples of the students'
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writin:;. Teachers should make every effort, however, to relate the
current discussions in HEH and in Jordan to the essay beinG discussed;
and they should also mean effort to relate their analyses of the
essays in Decker to the next writing assignment they are going to
make.

TEACHERS DsAY NOT REQUIRE THEIR STUDENTS TO BUY OR READ ANY OTHER
TEXTS WITHOUT SECURING THE EXPRESS PERMISSION OF THE DIRECTOR OF
THE COURSE.

CONFERENCSS

Teachers should schedule a numbet of staggered office-hours for pri-
vate conferences with their students. If those office-hours conflict
with the class-schedules of some of the students, teach.Irs should
invite those students to arrange for other times. Teachers should
make 'every effort to keep their scheduled office-hours; nothing is
so frustrating to a student as to go to the teacher's office at a
scheduled time and not find the teacher in. If teachers foresee that
they cannot keep their office-hours on some day, they should have
the courtesy to announce in class that they will not be in their
office at such-and-such a time.

Students should be encouraged to see their teacher early in the
quarter if they are having apeoial problems. If students delay coming
to their teacher for special help until the last two weeks of the
quarter, there is usually very little that a teacher can do at that
point to help ther1a. The disposition and accessibility of the teacher
can do well to encourage students to come in for extra help.
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DAILY ASSIGNMENTS

PREFACE

Normally: in the ten-week quarter: teachers of MWF sections will meet their students
30 times (often in the Autumn Quarter: 31 times): and teachers of TTh sections will
meet their students 20 times. This schedule of daily assignments is set up for MWF
sections. Teachers of TTh sections will have to make their own adjustments in
apportioning the assignments for their twenty meetings with their students. Since
the quarter sometimes starts on a Monday (as in the Summer: 1967 quarter): sometimes
on Tuesday (as in the Spring: 1968 quarter): sometimes on Wednesday (as in the
Autumn: 1967 and the Winter: 1968 quarters): this schedule is set up according
to 1st meeting: 2nd meeting: etc.: instead of according to the days of the week.
At thebeginning of each quarter: teachers will be given a printed sheet which
specifies the day and date of 1st meeting: 2nd meeting: etc. Teachers can then
transfer these dates to the margins of the Syllabus.

Teachers are urged to follow the Syllabus quite closely: at least until they have
taught the course once or twice. THE SYLLABUS FREQUENTLY SUGGESTS MATTER THAT
MIGHT BE TAUGHT ON A PARTICULAR DAY, BUT ALL TEACHERS SHOULD FEEL FREE TO IGNORE
THESE SUGGESTIONS, IF THEY DECIDE THAT THE CLASS-PERIOD CAN BE MORE PROFITABLY
SPENT ON OTHER MATTERS. Teachers may find that some matter needs to be repeated and
reinforced or that some matter scheduled for later in the quarter needs to be taken
up earlier or that it would be more profitable to spend the class-period consider-
ing dittoed samples of student writing. The important thing is that teachers make an
effort to integrate the reading that the students have done in the three textbooks
with what is the main objective in the course: time spent in discussing particular
student problems has priority over anything suggested in the Syllabus.

Writing Assignments are designated in the schedule: but teachers might want to have
an overview of these assignments for the quarter:

During the first two weeks of the quarter (the first 5 or 6 classes):
the students are to write a minimum of five paragraphs (150-200 words).
Paragraphs No. 4 and No. 5 should be written in class on the same day.
Teachers should try to get these paragraphs back to the student at the
next class but certainly no later than two classes after they are due.
With such a tight schedule of writing and grading: there will probably
not be time for revised versions of these paragraphs to be submitted (but
teachers may determine their own policy on revisions of paragraphs). The

...grades on these five (or more) paragraphs are to be averaged out and a single
.

letter-grade recorded for these-paragraph exercises: and this letter-grade
is to carry as much weight as the grades on full-fledged themes. Teachers
who see some advantage to getting a full-fledged theme from their stu-
dents before dealing with paragraphs may reverse the order: assigning
Theme No. 1 at the 2nd meeting of class: having the theme come in at the
3rd or 4th meeting: and getting it back no later than the end of the
second week. They can deal then with the five paragraphs in the 3rd and
4th weeks of the quarter. New Teachers: however: are urged to observe the
schedule set forth in the Syllabus.
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(Teachers of TTh sections should use this schedule of MWF writing
assignments to guide them in scheduling their writing assignments.)

1st
2nd
3rd (Five paragraphs to be
4th written during first
5th six classes)
6th
7th Assign Theme :1,2
8th Return para. 44 and 45
9th
10th Theme due
11th
12th Assign Theme 43
13th Return Theme 12
14th
15th Theme i3 due

16th Revision of 1/2 due
17th
18th Return Theme ;/3
,19th Assign Thema 44
20th Revision of A due
21st Theme '4 (in class)
22nd Assign Theme P5
23rd
24th Return 0
25th Theme 45 due
26th' Revision of 44 due
27th
28th Return i'/5
29th
30th Hand in Theme Folders

Theme i6 to be written during
final examination.

1st First meeting with class (the class is to be kept for the full
forty-eight minutes; TTH sections are to be kept at least fifty
minutes).

Have the students fill out class cards. While the students are
doing this, you should review their IBM schedule cards to make
sure that all the students in your section are scheduled for
English 101 at that hour and day. (If you should discover a
discrepancy, return the schedule card to the student and send
him immediately to Denney 407 to be rescheduled.) Call out the
name of each student, and exchange his IBM schedule card for
the class card he has filled out. Do not accept a class card
fro m au student for whom you nor-have iIMalule card.

Spend the rest of the class-period discussing such matters as
the following:

(1) Write your name and office-number on the board (tell them
you will announce your office-hours later).

(2) Write the titles of textbooks on the board. To prevent
students from buying the wrong texts or outdated editions,
you should bring copies of the texts to class and hold them
up for the students to see.

p4
3Be fervent salesmen for the dictionary.
Read to the students the statements printed on the inside of
the Theme Folder, especially the policy on absences (the
sixth absence in a MWF class or the fourth absence in a
TTh class makes the student liable to a failing grade in the
course) and the policy on plagiarism (a proven case of pla-
giarism tay result in a failing grade not only on that theme
but in the course).. Since there will be some shifting of
students during the first week of the quarter, you would do
well to repeat these policies later.

(continued next page)
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EMENDATIONS OF THE ENGLISH 101 SYLLABUS

ectvse tight scheduling of the five paragraph exercises during the `"first
two weeks of the quarter imposed heavy burden on the'teachers, the n,mser
of paragraph exercises has been reduced from five to four and the spacirg of
sle assignments has been chAnged.

ote that under this new schedule only the first paragraph has to be returned
o the student at the very next class after-a-rs due.

Note too that partgraphs #2 and #3 are due at the seme time, but under this
schedule these two paragraphs are written outside of class instead cr: during
the class period. For this joint exercise stadents may be asked to develop
two different topics or topic sentences or to develop two related psra-
graphsfor instanceo two sequential ptragraphs as they might appear some-
where in a full-fledged theme.

Note that under this schedule all paragraphs are returned to the wc.adent
before the next one is due--so that he can profit from your correellions and
comments"

NEW SCHEDULING OF PARAGRAPH ASSIGNMENTS MWF Schedu.e):

1st Assign para. #1

2nd Para. #1 due
Assign para, #2 and paro. #3

jrd Return par g) #1

4th Para. #2 tnd Para. #3 due

5th Assign parfAl L #4 (to be written in cllas on 7th day)

6th Return para. #2 and pvm. #3

7th Para. #4 lute (written in CI ASS)

8th Assign Theme #2

9th Return purl. #4

10th Theme #2 due the first ruIl-fledged theme of The ikiarter

The remaining theme-aosignments are to follow the schedule set Lp on p. 6
of Lhe S)0.1abus rL

ADD THIS TO THE READING ASSIGNMENT MADE 01.4 THE 5t DA7 OF CLAS3

MEt1: Ctiapter 14, "tdequare Developmerts" pp. 52-64.

4when yov have mAde these correo:Anns t lAle body cf the SyllabRe, you rutty
remove tills sheel..)
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Discuss the nature and scope of the course--mainly a course

in expository writing, number ot themes, revisions, reading

assi3nments and quizzes, policy on late themes, private

conferences.
Point out correction symbols you will use in grading papers.
(see Section 26 in MH, pp. 579-584 and front and back

endpages of AAH).

Tell the students to bring their dictionary to the next class.

Assign: Mai, "Language, the Means of Being Human," pp. 350 -366.

Jordan: "Rhetoric and Diction: Meaning Through Words,"

PP. 175-189

Immediately after class, alphabetize your class cards, fill out

the red card, secure the bundle of cards with a rubber band, and

bring the cards to Denney 407 so that a class-list can be typed

up from the cards. Report the number of students to the person

in charge of Room 407.

2nd Dictiona

3rd

Spend th
dents,
that th
or two
inform
fleet
ings,

Assi
asp
top
di
wo
th

A

y familiarization.

a class-period going through the dictionary with the stu-
pointing out to them the many kinds of rererence material

e dictionary contains. For instance, you might take one

words (e.g. remember) and point out the many kinds of

ation supplied (spelling, hyphenation, pronunciation, fin-

ed forms, part-of-speech labels, variety and order of mean

synonyms and antonyms, idiomatic phrases(e.g. BA).

gn for the next class paragraph #1 (150-200 words) on some

ect of the dictionary. You might, for instance, dictate a

is sentence that you want them to develop (e.g. A good desk

ctionary provides a surprising variety of information about

rds). Choose some topic or topic sentence which will require

e student to use his dictionary for evidence.

ssign: MEH, "Unity; The Topic Sentence," pp 19-37

Collect Paragraph #1

You might spend this class period reading some of the paragraphs

aloud, commenting on the diction (pointing out how recourse to

the dictionary can enrich one's vocabulary and prevent misuse of

words) or on the.strengths and weaknesses of these paragraphs as

units of discourse.

Assign for next class paragraph /2 (150-200 words), preferably on

a topic or topic sentence related to the dictionary.

Assign: Jordan, "Rhetoric and Relationship: The Province of the

Paragraph," pp 120-146

MEH, "Paragraph Patterns," pp. 38-51
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4th Collect paragraph #2. Return paragraph

Analyze, for unity, some of the paraS
from NCH or Jordan assigned for toda
some of the paragraphs written by th
for unity.

Assign for next class paragraph
students concentrate on unity.
topic sentences listed in mg,

Assign: YA.12-1, "Coherence and

5th return paragraph 2. Collec

1.

aphs included in the units
, or you may want to ditto

a students and analyze those

4E3 (150-200.words), in which the
You may want to make use of the
p 37

Continuity," pp. 70-b7

t paragraph 3.

Analyze, for patterns and/or adequate develcpment, paragraphs in
Jordan, or in NM or paragraphs submitted by the students.

Tell the students that at the next class they will write, in
class, two paragraphs ( r4 and 4-5) on some topic or topic sentence
based on the following reading assignment.

Assign: Decker, one
"Illustrat

eth Aeturn paragraph

or more of the three essays in Chapter 1,
ing Ideas by Example," pp. 1-23.

4; 3.

Spend the first 5-10 minutes of the class discussing the merits
and shortcomings of the paragraphs submitted so far.

During the last 40-45 minutes of the class, the students are to
write paragraphs #4 and #5 based on the reading assignment in
Decker, pp. 1-23. These paragraphs could take the form of an
essay-examination (sea Jordan, "Vriting .examinations and Theme,"
211-216). The students- assigned inDeckerv.which are to be
answered in two separate paragraphs, notable for their unity,
coherence, and adequate development. Or they can be asked to
develop two topic sentences based on the assignment in Decker.

Assign: Jordan, "Rhetoric, Grammar, Usage," pp. 1-17.
Jordan, "Rhetoric and the Self," pp. 18-35.

7th Assign Theme #2. This, the first full-fledged theme that the
students are askeo to write, is to be some kind of expository
theme (500-600 words). You might use the writini Suggestions in
Decker, p. 23 and p. 46. (In connection with a theme of classi-
fication, refer the student to MBH, "Analysis and ClassificationP

pp. 90-100.)

Spend the class-period discussing student paragraphs or discus-
ing essays in Decker, pp. 1-23 or discussing the two CEaptars
read for today in Jordan, pp. 1:77 and pp. lb-35.

Assign: Mai, "The Topic: the Main Idea," pp. 3-18.

Jordan, "Rhetoric and Knowledge: Getting a Subject,"
pp. 36-54.
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8th Return paragraphs *4 and ,5.

Using the instruction provided in th assignments for today from

NEM and Jordan, prepare the students for the writing of Theme ;2,

1757ban, for instance, presents a step-by-step procedure for pre-

paring to write a theme (see pp. 36-54) . You mi5ht tare the

subject you assigned for Theme ;,2 and do with it what Jordan does

with the subject of Censorship (pp. 40-41). Than you might lead

the students on to limiting the. subject (Jordan, 43-45 and NEH,

6-6) and than to formulating a thesis sentence (Jordan, 46.62'

and Ma, 8-12) .

Assign: Decker, one or more of the three essays in Chapter 2,

"Analyzing a Subject by Classification,". 25-46.

MEH "Transitions, Introductions, Conclusions,"121-139.

9th Continue the preparation for Theme r 2 be gun last class or prepare

the students for Theme 2 by studying one of the essays assigned

for today from Decker, 25-4b.

BY TH4 TINS THE STUDENTS HAVE WRITTEN FIVE PARAGRAPHS, THEY MAY

BE EXHIBITING SONS DEFICIENCES IN TH3IR KNOWLEDGE OF PUNCTUATION

AND NECHANICS. IN THAT CASE, YUU NIGHT ASSIGN THEM TO STUDY

PERTINENT SECTIONS OP CHAPTERS 25 AND 25 IN MEH, pp. 467-530.

IF PROPER PUNCTUATION AND MECHANICS BECOME CTREVALENT PROBLEM,

EITHER NOW' OR LATER, YOU NIGHT SPEND ONE OR TWU CLASSES ON THESE

MATURS. THE BEST ',TAY TO HANDLE THIS PROBLEMS IS TO DITTO

EXTRACTS FROM STUDENT WRITING AND HAVE THE STUDENTS CORRECT THL

PUNCTUATION AND SaCHANICS IN CLASS AND CITE THE RULE FROm MEH

THAT APPLIED IN THAT CASE.

10th Themej2 due.

Analyze one or more of the essays from Decker, 25-46.

Assign: Decker, one or more of the three essays in Chapter 3,
"explaining by kean6 of Comparison and Con-

trast," 49-70.

Jordan, "Rhetoric and the Reader," 556.75.

11th Analyze one or pore of the essays from DeCker, 49-70, bringing to

bear rhetorical principles studied in Jordan and MEH, --e.g.

Rhetoric and the Self, Rhetoric and the Reader, dirTopic, the

Thesis, Introductions, Transitions, and Conclusions.

Assign: mans "Organization; the Outline, " 101-120.

Jordan, "Rhetoric and Structure: the Outline and Its

Uses," 105-119.

12th Assign Theme #3. (Devise your own theme topic for this expository

theme, or consult Writing Suggestions in Decker, p. 70 and p. 94.

Analyze the organization of one of the essays from Decker, 49-70.

You might lead the students to propose an outline for the essay.

You can write the outline on the board as the students propose

the parts. e.g. Introduction: how many paragraphs? (all para-
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graphs in Decker are numbered); what is the author doing in the
Introduction?
It Propose a topic-heading for this section; how many.paragraphs

II: Propose a topic-heading for this section; how mamparagraphs?

Assign: Decker, one or more essays in Chapter 4, "Using Analogy
as an apository Device," pp. 71 -94.

13th Return theme 1"2. (dive directions about Revision of all themes
this quarter. Refer students to Ma, "Revising and Correcting
the Theme," pp. 147-174.)

Analyze essays from Decker, pp. 71-94, perhaps in preparation
for the kind of theme you have asked for in 1,3.

Assign: Jordan, "Rhetoric and Limphasis: Differences in Sen-
tences," pp. 147-174.

14th Analyze essays from Decker, PP. 71-94.

15th Theme #3 due.

Analyze essays from Decker, pp. 71-94. You might analyze the
sentence- structure of one of these essays, in the light of the
discussions.a the sentence in the recently assigned sections
in Jordan (147-174) and in Ma, (191-224).

Assign: Mal, "The iternel Sentence," pp. 191-205
Mal, "Predication," pp. 206-224.

16th Revision of if:2 due.

Analyze essays in Decker) pp. 95-120.

Assign: Decker, one or more. of the essays in Chapter 5,
"aplaining through Process Analysis," 95-120.

17th Analyze essays in Decker, pp. 95-120.

Assign: Mai, "Variations in Patterns; apletive, Passive,"
pp. 225..235

MEH, "Coordination and Parellelism," pp. 235-250.

18th Return Theme 3.

Analyze assays in Decker, pp. 95-124. By now the students have
read enough about the rhetoric of the sentence in MM and in
Jordan that they should be able to start analyzingMe sentence-
structure ano the style of some of the essays.

Assign: Decker, one or more of the three essays in Chapter 6,
"Analyzing Cause and effect Relationships,"
pp-. 121-150

Mai, "Subordination; Modification,'' pp. 251-276.



19th Assign Thaw :4

Since the students have only fifty minutes in which to write this

theme, they should be given at least a general idea of the topic

they will be asked to write on. They may not bring to class any

part of the theme already written out; the theme they turn in

must be written during the forty-eight minutes or the class

period.

Analyze essays in Decker, pp. 121-150.

Assign: MAH, "Coherence within Sentences: Function Words,

Reference, Agreement," pp. 277-305.

20th Revision of 3 due.

Analyze essays in Decker, pp. 121-150. If the essays in this

section are to serve as a modal for Theme 4, you might study

them with that end in view.

21st Theme #11 (written in clime)

Assign: MigH; "Amphasis and Style," pp. 309-325.

iii , "Point of new, Tone, and Style," pp. 326-347.

22nd Assign Them #5. (Devise your own theme topics, or consult

Writing Suggestions in Decker, p. 120 and p.150.)

Analyze essays in Decker, pp. 121-150.

Assign: Decker, one or more of-the three essays in Chapter 7,'.

"Using Definition to Help Axplain," 151-181.

23rd Analyze, essays in Decker, pp. 151 -181

Assign: 'Jordan, "Rhetoric and Diction: 6ualities of Words,"

pp. 190-210

MAH, "Vocabulary, Meaning, Word Choice," pp. 367-396.

24th Return Theme

Analyze essays in Decker, pp. 151-181, or discuss Theme h4.

25th Theme #5 due.

Assign: Decker, one or more of the three essays in Chapter b,

"Reasoning by Use of Induction and Deduction,"

pp. 183-205.

26th Revision of Theme 4 due.

Analyze essays in Decker, pp. 183-208.

Assign: Decker, one or more of the three essays in Chapter 9,

"&xplaining with the Help of Description,"209.
234.
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27th Analyze essays in Decker, pp. 209-234.

28th Return Theme

Announce at least the general topic for the theme to be written
during the two-hour final examination.

At every class during the final week of the quarter, the teacher
shorinWrite on the board the date, the time, and the place for
the final examination. (Teachers must give their final examine.-
tion at the date and time specified on the dittoed examination
schedule that the Director will publish.)

Analyze essays in Decker, pp. 209-234 or spend time on writing
problems that still need attention.

Assign: Decker, one or more of the three essays in Chapter 10,
"Using Narration as an Expository Technique,"
pp. 235-265.

29th Analyze essays in Decacer, pp. 235-265 or prepare. students for t.

the final in-class theme or deal with 17/Fiting problems that

still need attention.

30th Theme Folders due (the folder should contain all the paragraphs
and themes and revisions the student wrote during the quarter).

Deal with whatever matters seem to need attention.

31st N.B. In any quarter in which there are thirty-one class-periods
scheduled, the teacher will, meet this thirty-first class.

THE PIMAL CLASS,'WHETHER'IT IS THE 30th OR THE 31st
MEETING, SHOULD BE KEPT FOR THE PULL PERIOD.
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ENGLISH 102

Composition and Reading (second quarter)

TEXTBOOKS

(1) One of the four authorized desk dictionaries:

a
gl;I:LenameMIMPTE7Collegiate Dictionary

c THiArTarican College

MNIMOMON.MO NM,..MOMP
d IrtMariniagnallis Stan ar o lege Dictionary

(2) Robert M. Gorrell and Charlton Laird, Modern English Handbook,
Fourth Edition (Prentice-Hall, 1967). (MEH)

(3) Harold C. Martin and Richard M. Ohmanri, The Logic and Rhetoric of
Exposition, Revised Edition (Holt, Rin66EFE, and Wrigt517791953).=Rau

(4) Morris Freedman and Paul B. Davis, Contemporary Controversy
(Scribner s, 1966). (CC)

(5) A Theme Folder (this ten-cent folder can be bought at any of the
bookstores).

_OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE

The primary purpose of English 102 is to improve the students' skill
in writing argumentative and persuasive prose; the secondary--and
ancillary--purpose is to improve the students' skill in reading and
evaluating such prose. The course builds on the skills taught in
English 101--writing and reading expository prose. The student is ex-
pected to come to English 102 with some mastery of sentence structure,
paragraphing, organization, grammar, usage, punctuation, and Mechanics.
Building on this foundation, this course seeks to increase the stu-
dents' efficiency in handling argumentative and persuasive discourse,
the kind of discourse that they will be most often exposed to in later
life and that they will most often be'talled upon to write, if they
write at:all. In a broad sense, all verbal communication may be looked
upon as basically persuasive. As Martin and Ohmann say (p. 128),
"Although a communication may be apparently only explanatory or des-
criptive in purpose, it is at the same time an attempt to lead others
to see or understand something as the writer sees or understands it."
If this is so, many of the techniques and strategies the students
learned in dealing with expository prose in English 101 can be brought
to hear in reading and writing the kind of argumentative prose that is
the special province of this course.

As Martin and Ohmann say in their Introduction (p. 5), "This book is
Wilt on the premise that writing is a, way of coming to know as well
tie a way of communicating what is known." Consequently, as they go on
to say, "students who are intent on .improving their writing will gen-
erally achieve auccess most rapidly if they begin with some analysis

the process of coming to know and then move on to study and practice
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of the means by which we express what we know." What Martin and Oh-
mann are saying here is what the ancient rhetoricians preached: that
the process of discovery (inventio) must precede the process of ex-
pression (elocutio). It was for this reason that Aristotle defined
rhetoric as "the art of discovering all the available means of persua-
sion in any given case."

Among the means of persuasion are the appeal to reason, the appeal to
emotions, and the appeal of the speaker or 'writer's character or per-
sonality. Because man is essentially a rational animal, the appeal to
reason is, or can be, an effective means of persuasion. We will sat-
isfy the reason of our audience if what we say is true or at least
probably true and if our mode of reasoning is valid. Becaute logic is
primarily concerned with the validity of reasoning, we should in this
course make some effort to acquaint our students with at least the
basic principles of deductive and inductive reasoning and with the
major fallacies, the abuses of valid reasoning..

Because of the limited time available in this course, we cannot give
our students a full-fledged course in formal logic. Teachers too will
vary in their ability and dispdsition to teach formal logic. Those
teachers who have had some training in.logic, either scholastic logic
or symbolic logic, will probably beAisposed to spend several class
periods acquainting their students with the terminology and method of
a logical system. Those teachers who lack such training will probably
be more disposed to take the "common sense" approach to the analysis
of valid and invalid reasoning.

Regardless of how much time they.choose-to spend on logic in the class-
room, teachers should at least acquaint themselves with the fundamen-
tals of inductive or deductive reasoning as presented in Gorrell and
Laird (pp. 152-182) and 'in Martin and Ohmann (pp. 72-832'89-122), and
some of the intrepid ones may want to.tangle with the basic principles
of mathematical or symbolic logic as'presented in Martin and Ohmann
(pp. 83-89). The important thing, however, is that the teacher have
some methodology and perhaps some terminology for dealing with argu-
ments as they appear in the essays that students read or in the themes
that students'write. With time as limited as it is in this. course,
the b,:st way to present logic is to take argumentative passages, either
from professional prose Or from student prose, and analyze how the
writer is reasoning and then evaluate how truthfully and validly he is
reasoning. Our interest and our students' interest should not be in
logic' for its own sake (even though it can become a fascinating game,
especially in dealing with the syllogism) but should be in logic as a
tool to make us better' readers.and writers and ultimately more human
persons. Not all students can be led.to see why an "undistibibuted

middle term" results in an invalid inference, but any student with a
mite of rationality can be led to detect site unreasonableness of the
arguments."He must be unhappy, because.he never smiles."., The least
we Should strive to accomplish in_this:course is to train our students
:tO detect a. sophistical argument,b.it. will .be so much the better if we
can also teach them to discernlitm the argument is sophistical. Logic,
after all, is just a systematic_ way of detecting invalid reasoning.
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As mentioned earlier, argumentative discourse makes use of some of the

same techniques and strategies used in expository discourse. Martin

and Ohmann's first chapter deals with Defining, an activity also dealt

with in English 101. But whereas expository discourse resorts to def-

inition primarily to explain or to inform, argUmentative discourse

makes use of definition primarily as the basis for an argument. For

instance, suppose the student was set the task of writing a theme in
which he had to argue the proposition that his university was (was not)

a great university. One of the ways in which he could proceed to dem-

onstrate his thesis would be first to establish a definition (perhaps

a stipulative definition) of "great university" and then to demonstrate

mainly by evidence and testimony, that his university conformed (did

not conform) to that definition. Likewise, one could show the differ-

ence between using analogy or cause-and-effect to expose the nature of

something and using the same strategies to develop an argument. The

teacher can render a real service to the student by referring, wherev-

er possible, to techniques learned in connection with expository dis-

course and by showing how the same techniques serve different purposes

in argumentative discourse.

Emotional appeals and ethical appeals (the persuasiveness of the writ-

er's character) probably figure more prominently in argumentative dis-

course than in expository discourse. The teacher should dispel the

notion that appeals to the emotions are necessarily illegitimate and

shov.ld make his students aware of the effectiveness of emotional ap-

pea:s. The ethical appeal can well be the most effective of the three

appeals in the persuasive process, because if an audience does not

admire or trust the speaker or writer, his most cogent rational and

emotional appeals may all go for naught. The essays in Contemporary

Controversy will offer many opportunities for the teacher to analyze

the effectiveness and legitimacy of all thriee of the persuasive ap-

peals, and Martin and Ohmann's chaine.r on Persuading (pp. 127-161) pro-

vides a succinct exposition of these strategies.

Since presumably English 101 has brought students to a respectable

level of grammatical competency, English 102 may offer the teacher the

opportunity to exercise students in refining their style. In English

101, students have been exposed to Jordan's "Rhetoric and Emphasis:

Differences in Sentences" (pp. 1117-174) and "Rhetoric and Diction:

Qualities of Words" (pp. 190-210) and to Gorrell and Laird's Sections

12-17 on Sentence Rhetoric and Sections 18-19 on Style; in English 102,

the second half of Martin and Ohmann's book (pp. 169-245) provides stu-

dents with furtherand somewhat different--instruction in the strat-

egies of style and the vital role style plays in the persuasive pro-

cess. Some time should be spent this quarter in analyzing the style

of essays in Contemporary Controversy or the style in the students'

themes.

TEXTBOOKS

Students who have taken English 101 should already own a copy of one

of the four authorized desk dictionaries. Transfer students should be

strongly urged to buy a good dictionary, if they do not already have

one. Some classroom use might be made of the dictionary in connection

with Martin and Ohmannrs chapter on Defining and with the essays in
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Part II, Section 1 in Contemporary Controversy on the dictionary con-
troversy. -But students shoufa be making constant use of their dic-
tionary in their, work not only in this class but also in their other
courses.

Gorrell and Laird's Modern English Handbook (Fourth Edition) is the
same rhetoric handboBk-iat the students used in English 101. Perhaps
not as much classroom use will be made of MEH in English 102 as in
English 101, but MEH continues to be a basic textbook for this course
and will be used again in English 103. It is also, of course, the
reference text for basic matters of grammar, usage, punctuation, and .

mechanics, and if teachers use any Correction Symbols in grading
themes, they will use the set of symbols in MEH.

Martin and Ohmann's The Logic and Rhetoric of Exposition (Revised Edi-
tion) is the basic rhetoric teRTfOTTEFFourse. Not only should all
the chapters In this book be read and studied, but the principles set
forth in these chapters should constantly be brought to bear in class-
room discussions.

Contemporary Controversy presents sixty-three essays by contemporary
authors on contemporary issues. As the editors point out in their.
Introduction, "In each section we have tried to represent two sides of
the issue and, usually, what seems to us to be the objective position."
These essays should provide the basis for some lively classroom dis-
cussions, but they should be used mainly as exemplifications of the
rhetorical principles discussed in Martin and Ohmann and as models for
the argumentative essays that the students will be.called upon to write.::

THEMES AND REVISIONS

During the quarter, the student will write a minimum of five argumen-
tative themes (500-600'words) and an in-class theme (500-600 words)
during the two-hour final examination. Because English 102 is pri-
marily a writing course, the grades on the written assignments should
carry the principal weight.in determining the student's final grade in
the course. But the grades on themes should not be the sole determi-
nant of the final grade; his participation in classroom HiFussions,
his grades on reading quizzes, and the conscientiousness with which he
does his revisions should all play a part in determining his final
grade.

The student should be required to do some kind of revision of all his
written work, except of the final-in-class theme. Teachers may set
their own policy on revisions, but some kind of revision should be
required and teachers should read the revisions. Some teachers require
their students to rewrite the entire theme in the light of the general
comment and the marginal comments. Other teachers require their stu-
dents to rewrite only those sentences or passages which have been
marked in the manuscript. Some teachers allow their student the op-
tion and there is considerable pedagogical merit to this practice--of
rewriting the theme for an additional grade or an improved grade. But
to merit an.additional or an improved grade, the second effort must
represent a genuine reworking of the theme, not just a patchwork. The
revisions should be returned to the student, if not with a grade, at
least with some indication that his work has been reviewed and record&,
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The Daily Assignment part of the Syllabus specifies the particular
class-meeting at which themes are due, but teachers may appreciate get
ting an overview of the writing assignments. (Teachers of TTh sec-
tions should use this schedule of MWF writing assignments to guide

them in scheduling their writing assignments. For instance, in TTh
classes, Theme #1 should be assigned at the 2nd meeting of the class

and should be due on the 3rd or 4th meeting of the class; Theme #4
(written in class) should be given in the Eighth Week of the quarter

at the 14th or 15th meeting of the class.)

1st
2nd Assign Theme #1
3rd
4th

65th

th Theme #1 due

7th
8th

Assign Theme #2

9th Return Theme #1
10th Theme #2 due
11th
12th Revision of #1 due
13th Assign Theme #3
14th
15th Return Theme #2

16th Theme #3 due
17th
18th Revision of #2 due
19th Return Theme #3
20th Assign Theme #4
21st Revision of #3 due
22nd Theme #4 (written in class)
23rd Assign Theme #5
24th
25th Return Theme #4
26th Theme #5 due
27th Revision of #4 due
28th
29th Return Theme #5
30th Hand in Theme Folder

Theme #6 to be written during
final exam

READING AND QUIZZES

We can justify the copious reading we demand of students in this writ-

ing course on a number of counts: (1) We want to give our students
practice in reading on an adult level; (2) We want to provide them

with a stock of ideas for classroom discussions and for themes; (3) We

want to supplement our classroom lectures with the instruction in rhe-

torical principles that the textbooks provide; (4) We want to provide

our students with models for their writing assignments.

Since teachers assign more reading than can possibly be dealt with in

the classroom, they can ensure that their students do the reading

assigned by giving frequent, even daily, quizzes. Frequent, short

quizzes accomplish this purpose much better than weekly or bi-weekly

quizzes over a lot of reading matter. Fill-in and multiple-choice
questions are ideal for this purpose, because they take up only five

or ten minutes of a class period and can be quickly graded.

THE DAILY ASSIGNMENTS PART OF THE SYLLABUS DOES NOT SPECIFY WHICH

ESSAYS IN CONTEMPORARY CONTROVERSY ARE TO BE ASSIGNED OR HOW MANY ARE

TO BE ASSIGNED OR ON WHAT DAYS OF THE WEEK THE ESSAYS ARE TO BE

ASSIGNED: IT MERELY INDICATES THE SECTION OF THE BOOK FROM WHICH

ESSAYS MAY BE ASSIGNED DURING EACH SUCCESSIVE WEEK OF THE QUARTER.
ALTHOUGH THERE MAY BE TIES FOR A THOROWi ANALYSIS OF ONLY A SINGLE

ESSAY IN CLASS, IT IS STRiaSTED THAT A MTNIMUM OF THREE ESSAYS BE



ASSIGNED EACH WEEK. In order to keep the reading assignments relative-

ly parallel throughout the quarter, teachers are asked to observe this

schedule for making specific reading assignments:

FIRST WEEK -: Essays from Part I, Prologue, pp. 3-21
SECOND WEEK : Essays from Part II, sections 1 (pp. 25-64) and 2 (pp.

65-98)
THIRD WEEK : Essays from Part II, sections 3 (pp. 99-118) and 4

(pp. 119-148)
FOURTH WEEK : Essays from Part II, sections 5 (149-165) and 6 (166-.

186)
FIFTH WEEK : Essays from Part III, sections 1(189-205) and.2 (206-

235)
SIXTH WEEK : Essays from Part III, sections 3 (236-259) and 4 (260-

287)
SEVENTH WEEK: Essays from Part III, sections 5 (288-317) and 6 (318 -

EIGHTH WEEK :

NINTH WEEK :

TENTH WEEK :

343) or 7 (344-381)
Essays from Part IV, sections 1 (385-405) .and .2 (406-

428)
Essays from Part IV, sections 3 (429-453) and 4 (454-

86)
Essays from Part IV, sections 5 (487-501) and 6 (502-

536)

TEACHERS MAY NOT REQUIRE THEIR STUDENTS TO BUY OR READ ANY OTHER TEXTS

WITHOUT SECURING THE EXPRESS PERMISSION OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE COURSE
(Individual students may be encouraged to read some of the books and

articles listed in Additional Reading at the end of every section of

Contemporary Controversy, but a whole class should not be asked to do

any of this additional reading. Large as our library is, it cannot

handle a mass invasion of freshman students. Besides, whenever whole.

classes are sent to the library on the same assignment, there is always

the danger that books and journals will be stolen,. misplaced, or muti-

lated. There is more than enough reading material in the prescribed

texts to keep our students occupied throughout the quarter.)

CONFERENCES

Teachers should schedule a number of staggered office-hours for pri-

vate conferences with their students. If those office-hours conflict

with the class-schedules of some of the students, teachers should in-

vite those students to arrange an appointment at some other time.

Teachers should make every effort to keep their scheduled office-hours;

nothing is so frustrating to a student as to go to the teacher's office

at the scheduled time and not find the teacher in. If teachers fore-

see that they cannot keep their office-hour on some day, they should

be courteous enough to announce in class that they will not be in their

office at such-and-such a time.

Students should be encouraged to see their teacher early in the quar-

ter if they are having .special problems. If students delay coming to

their teacher for special help until the last two weeks of the quarter,

there is usually very little that a teacher can do at that point to

help them. The disposition and accessibility of the teacher can do

much to encourage students to come in for extra help.



DAILY ASSIGNMENTS

Preface

This schedule of daily assignments is set up according to 1st meeting
of class, 2nd meeting, etc., instead of according to the days of the
week. At the beginning of each quarter, teachers will be given a
printed sheet which specified the day and date of 1st meeting, 2nd
meeting, etc. Teachers should transfer these dates to the margins of

the Syllabus. Teachers of TTh sections will have to make the appro-
priate adjustments in their daily assignments.

Teachers are urged to follow the Syllabus quite closely, at least un-
til they have taught the course once or twice. The Syllabus frequent-
ly suggests matter that might be taught on a particular day, but all
teachers should feel free to ignore these suggestions if they decide
that the class-period can be more profitably spent in repeating and
reinforcing matter that has previously been dealt with. The important
thing is that teachers make an effort to integrate the reading that
the,students have done in the three textbooks with what is currently
being done in the classroom.

1st First meeting with the class. The class is to be kept for the

full forty-eight minutes; TTh sections are to be kept at least
FriTyFiramter.--(877717e Syllabus for English 101 for suggestions
of matters that might be discussed on this first day.)

Have the students fill out class cards. While the students are
doing this, you should review their IBM schedule cards to make
sure that all the students in your section are scheduled for

English 102 at that hour and day. (If you should discover any
discrepancy, return the schedule card to the student and send him

immediately to Denney 407 to be rescheduled.) Call out the name
of each student, and exchange his IBM schedule card for the class

card he has filled out. Do Not accept a class card from any stu-

dent for whom you do not havea schedule card.

Assign: LAROX: "Introduction: Experience and Language," pp. 1-5

CC: One or both essays in Part I, "Prologue," pp.3-21

Immediately after class, alphabetize your class cards, fill out

the rem card, secure the bundle of cards with a rubber band, and

bring the cards to Denney 407 so that a class-list can be typed

up from the cards. Report the number of students in your class

to the person in charge of Denney 407.

2nd Assign Theme #1

(It is suggeste.d.that this first theme be one that makes use of

definition as a basis of argument, correlating it with Martin and

Ohmann's treatment of definition 14 the first chapter of LAROX

and perhaps modelling it on the dictionary controversy (CC, pp.

25-64), which has its roots in definition--what is the pilimary

function of a dictionary, a recorder or a legislator of language?)

Assign: LAROX: Defining and Describing, pp. 9-20



3rd Assign in LAROX: Defining and Describing (contld), pp. 21-29

During SECOND WEEK, teachers may assign, on any day or days of
that week, one or more of the essays in CC, Part I, sections
1(25-64) and 2 (65-98).

(Some teachers may want to make the essays in Contemporary Con-

troversy the principal matter for discussion in their classes,
bringing to bear in the discussion and analysis of these essays
what the students are currently reading in Martin and Ohmann.
Other teachers may want to spend one day a week reviewing the
current reading assignments in Martin and Ohmann and perhaps
working on the exercises at the end of the chapters and then
spend the rest of the week in class applying the rhetorical prin-
ciples in Martin and Ohmann to the essays assigned in Contempo-
rary Controversy. The important thing is that there be constant
IFEgriFeiating of the rhetoric in Martin and Ohmann with the
essays in Contemporary Controversy and with the themes that the

students are assignedto write. At any time during the quarter,
students may be asked to review any of the sections in MEH which
they studied in English 101.)

4th Assign: LAROX: 'Defining and Describing (conttd), pp. 29-47

Since Theme #1 is due the next class, teachers may want to spend
class time discussing matter in LAROX or in CC which is pertinent
to the theme the students will bewriting.

5th Theme #1 is due.

Assign in LAROX: Asserting, pp. 48-57

6th During the THIRD WEEK, teachers may assign one or more essays in
CC, Part.II, sections 3 (pp. 99-11b) and 4 (pp. 119-148).

Assign in LAROX: Asserting (conttd), pp. 57-71

7th Assign Theme .#2

(For Theme #2, students might be asked to take one side or the
other in the .controversy on the Encyclopaedia Britannica or on
the new translations of the Bible or on 5555WEeels view of 'history
and defend, their stand; or they could be asked to argue some
larger issue (e.g. the conflict between conservative tendencies

and progressive tendencies in any culture) growing out of the

controversies in these essays from CC, pp. 65-148.)

Assign in LAROX: Proving (Syllogism), pp. 72-83; in MEH, Logic:
Deductive Reasoning, pp. 166-179.

Optional assignment in LAROX: Proving (Symbolic Logic),.pp. 83-
89.
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8th Spend class time explaining the logic of the syllogism, or use
essays in CC for analysis of instances of deductive reasoning.

9th Return'Theme #1.

(Specify date when revision of Theme #1 is due. Give instruc-
tions about revision of all themes this quarter. See section

28 in MEH, pp. 581-584.)

Continue discussion of or analysis of deductive reasoning, work-
ing with Exercises in LAROX, pp. 122-126, or with essays in CC.

Assign in LAROX: Proving (Inductive Proofs), pp. 89-100
in MEH : Evidence: Inductive Reasoning, pp. 152-162

During FOURTH WEEK, teachers may assign one or more essays in CC,

Part II, sections 5 (149-165) and 6 (166-186).

10th Theme #2 due

Spend class time discussing the logic of inductive reasoning and/

or illustrating the operation af inductive reasoning from essays

assigned in CC.

11th Continue discussion of inductive reasoning.

Assign in LAROX: Proving (Forms and Stra.tegies of Proof), 100-112

12th Revision of Theme #1 due.

Assign in LAROX: Proving (Refutation and Fallacies), pp. 112-126

During FIFTH WEEK, Teachers may assign one or more essays in CC,

Part III, sections 1 (189-205) and 2 (206-235).

13th Assign Theme #3

(This argumentative theme should be an.exercisein deductive
proof or in inductive proof or in some combination of the two

modes. A fruitful exercise is to set students the task of
gathering their own evidence, from research or personal observa-

tion, to substantiate some thesis. (For example, evidence from

a week's issue of the Lantern of the predominant focus of inter-

est in the various news stories, feature articles, or advertise-

ments; a personal survey of co-ed fashions over a week's time on

campus; personally conducted poll of at least 50 students on

some issue of current interest.) For some other suggestions for

such assignments see LAROX, 124-125 and CC0.204-205 and 234-235.)

Discuss and/or illustrate strategies of refutation in essays from

CC or in letters to the editor (in the Lantern or local newspaper)

or perhaps some dittoed material.



14th Continue discussion of strategies of proof and refutation.

Assign in LAROX: Persuading (The Writer), pp. 127-141.

15th Return Theme #2.

(Specify date for revision of Theme #2)

Teachers may want to spend class time discussing this theme--
working perhaps from dittoed extracts for prevalent weaknesses
in grammar, punctuation, or usage or in paragraphing or in
organization or in validity and cogency in reasoning. Such a
discussion would be helpful to the student in revising this
theme and in avoiding the same kinds of mistakes in the next
theme.

Otherwise, spend class time discussing strategies of proof and
refutation, preferably in the essays previously assigned in CC.

16th Theme #3 due.

Assign in LAROX: Persuading (The Reader), pp. 141-150.

During SIXTH WEEK, Teachers may assign one or more essays in CC,
Part III, sections 3 (236-259) and 4 (260-287).

17th Analyze essays in CC for strategies of establishing the ethos of
the writer and appealing to the disposition of the audience:

Assign in LAROX: Persuading (The Subject), 150-166.

18th Revision of Theme #2 due.

Continue discussion of strategies of persuasion. (See Exercises
in LAROX, pp. 161-166)

19th Return Theme #3.

(Specify date for revision of Theme #3)

Teachers may want to spend class time discussing Theme #3.

Assign in LAROX: Grammar and Rhetoric of the Sentence, 169-186.

During SEVENTH WEEK, Teachers may assign one or more essays in
CC, Part III, sections 5 (288-317) and 6 (318-343) and 7 (344 -
-71).

20th Assign Theme #4.

(Give at least the general topic of this theme, which will be
written in class on the 22nd meeting of MWF classes, on the 14th

lqth meeting of TTh classes. The topic for this theme should
(continued next page)
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probably be something in the realm of probability, the realm
where absolute proof is impossible and where, consequently, one
must rely on the resources of persuasion to win assent from an
audience. Actually, most issues concerned with human affairs
exist in this realm of the contingent and the probable.)

21st Revision of Theme #3 due.

During EIGHTH WEEK, Teachers may assign one or more of the es-
says in CC, Part IV, sections 1 (385-405) and 2 (406-428).

22nd Theme #4 (written in class)

Assign in LAROX: Idea and Order in the Paragraph and Essay,
pp. 206-228.

23rd Assign Theme #5

(In treating of style as one of the strategies in persuasion
style, for instance, as it helps to establish the ethos of the
writer and as it works subtle emotional effects on the audience
teachers may want to make this last theme an exercise in stylis-
tic analysis of some essay in CC. In preparation for such a
theme, students might be set tWe- task of gathering statistical
data on such stylistic features as sentence and paragraph length,
varieties of sentence structure, kinds of diction (concrete or
abstract, monosyllabic or polysyllabic, etc.), kinds of sentence-
openers, figures of speech, etc.)

24th Assign in LAROX: Words and Style, 229-245

During NINTH WEEK, Teachers may assign one or more of the essays
in CC, Part IV, sections 3 (429-453) and 4 (454-486).

25th Return Theme #4

(Specify date for revision of Theme #4.)

(Teachers may want to spend class time discussing the rhetoric
of sentences and paragraphs in Theme #4 and/or the arrangement
[organization] of this theme.)

26th Theme #5 due.

Discuss strategies of style in one or more essays in CC.

27th Revision of Theme #4 due.

During TENTH WEEK, Teachers may assign one or more essays in CC,
Part IV, sections 5 (487-501) and 6 (502-536).



28th At every class meeting in the last week, write on the blackboard

the date, time, and place of the final examination. Final exam-

inations must be given at the time specified in the Schedule of

Examinations published by the Director. It is suggested that
you announce at least the general topic for the theme to be
written during the final examination. To draw all the threads
of the course together, the teacher might make this final theme

a rhetorical analysis of one of the essays in CC.

29th Return Theme #5.

Teachers may want to spend class time discussing this theme or

further preparing the students for the final in-class theme.

Remind students that at the next class they must hand in their

Theme Folder with all themes and revisions.

30th Hand in Theme Folders

If this is the last day of class, announce again the date, time,

and place of the final examination, and spend class time either

preparing the students for the final examination or reviewing

matters that still need some attention.

31st In some quarters (often in the Autumn quarter), there is a 31st

meeting of the class. When this occurs, teachers should meet

the class for the full period.



ENGLISH 103

Composition and Reading (third quarterc)

Textbooks

(1) One of the authorized desk dictionaries:

(a) Webster's New World Dictionary
(b) Merriam- Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary
(c) The American College Dictionary .:
(d) Funk and Wagnall's Standard College Dictionary

(2) Robert M. Gorrell and Charlton Laird, Modern English Handbook,
Fourth Edition (Prentice Hall, 1967). MEH

(3) Poems, ed. C.F. Main and Peter J. Seng, Second Edition (Wadsworth,
7767. (Poems)

(4) The Experience of Literature: Fiction, ed. Lionel Trilling (Holt.
and WIiiston, 1967). (Fiction)

(5) Tragedy and Comedy: An Anthology of Drama, ed. Sylvan Barnet,
Morton Berman. William Burto (attle, Brown, 1967). (Drama)

.

(6) A Theme Folder (this ten-cent folder can be bought. at any of the
bookstores).

OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE

The primary purpose of English 103 is to provide students with further
exercise in expository and argumentative writing, based on their read-
ing of poems, short stories, and plays. The secondary purpose is to
improve the students' skill in reading reading of those modes of dis-
course commonly labeled "belles lettres." Although literary texts
serve as the basis for readihg and writing assignments, English 103-
should not become an introduction-to-literature course or a course in
practical criticism or a course in creative writing. Hopefully, many
freshman students will later elect to satisfy their Humanities require-
ments by taking some upper-division English. courses, where they will
have the opportunity to study literature as literature. In this courses
we expose the students to three of the liTWrary genres, but we want to
keep the primary emphasis on composition.

Although a composition course based on literature is, for many teach-
ers, the most enjoyable kind of freshman course to teach, it can also
be for them the most difficult to teach.- It can be an enjoyable
course for them because their interests and competencies lie primarily
with literature; but it can bp a difficult course to teach because of
their uncertainty about how to use literature to teach composition.
The collision between the teachers' dispo8ition and the uncertain de-
mands of the course makes it very tempting to abandon even the pre-
tense of teaching composition and to embark upon an unencumbered
excursion through the "realms of gold."
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To prevent teachers from being lured away from the main objective of
English 103 by the siren song and the lotus fruit of literature, this
syllabus will suggest ways in which literature might be used to teach
composition.

One of the ways of using literature as a means of teaching composition
is to lead the students to see the similarities and differences be-
tween the expository and argumentative modes of discourse and the mi-
metic modes. As Marvin Bell points out in his article "Poetry and
Freshman Composition," in College Composition and Communication. XV
(February, 1964) , 1-5.

If poetry and composition are in some ways dissimilar, they
are, in other ways, quite similar. Generally speaking, the
student who studies poetry becomes aware that poetry is not,
despite certain definitions and credos which imply so, a
spontaneous out-pouring of language. He learns that most,
if not all, of the same techniques which go into the writing
of a good poem are available and/or necessary to the writing
of a decent composition. Indirectly, he concludes that some
measure of art may reside in a composition, providing its
author has become a good enough writer.

An obvious way in which expository/argumentative discourse and mimetic
discourse are similar is that they both use words as their medium of
expression, and for the most part they draw upon a common stock of
lexical and syntactical resources. Although the mimetic modes of dis-
course occasionally make use of a special diction--the so-called
"poetic diction"--and of unusual syntactical structures--departures
from regular word-order, especially in poetry and poetic drama--the
differences in lexicon and syntax are largely differences of degree
rather than of kind. We speak of poetry, for instance, as making more
use of "heightened language," of sensory diction, of images, of figpres
of speech, than prose discourse normally uses. Students should be
made aware of how the poet's skillful choice and disposition of words
enable him to convey a thought or an emotion more succinctly, more
precisely, more memorably than the writer of utilitarian prose does.

These observations might suggest that we are pointing out only the
differences in the language of poetry and the language of prose. But
no native speaker of the language fails to recognize that there is a
profound difference between a prose essay and a short story or a novel
or a prose drama; no one, in other words, would put a book or an arti-
cle about migrant workers into the same category with The Grapes of
Wrath. Occasionally, the line of demarcation between expository prose
and mimetic prose dims, as in the case of John Hersey's Hiroshima or
Truman Capote's In Cold Blood, but even the most unsophfiTTEFFe7
freshman would not mistake these two works for fiction, even though
they make heavy use of fictional techniques. Almost instinctively he
recognizes that these are not "imitations" but that they are records
of historical events.

-.« .

The difference between In Cold Blood and a play like The Desperate
Hours or a story like The Turn of the Screw lies fundamentally in the
fact that the latter two are imifations, fictive representations, of
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human actions. But there are other sources too of the difference be-
tween fictional modes of discourse and non-fictional modes. In his
Poetics, Aristotle distinguished the various genres of the mimetic
arts--tragedy, comedy, epic, lyrics, music, painting, the dance--by
looking to the different matter, means, manner, and end of the repre-
sentation. In treating of three of he IMary geriF in English 103,
we should find these criteria helpful in leading our students to see
the differences between these genres. But we might also make use of

these criteria to make distinctions between non-fictional discourse
and belles lettres. Perhaps the matter and the means would not reveal
the essential difference, because, as we have seenFon-fictional and
fictional discourse often treat of the same matter (human actions) and
invariably makes use of the same means (worarThe most illuminating
distinctions will probably result ME the application of manner and

end. A discussion of manner will take into consideration such things
as use of dialogue, point of view, dramatized or narrated presentation,
the various ways of organizing the parts (temporal, spatial, associa-
tional, logical), "voice," and tone. A consideration of the end will

probably get us to the essential difference between non-fictional dis-
course, and fictional discourse, and we may end up with Coleridge's
distinction that the end of non-fictional discourse is truth while the
end of fictional discourse is pleasure.

But wherever such discussions would end up, they would be valuable be-
cause they would make students aware of the various uses of language
and because a consideration of the various uses of language has spe-
cial relevance in a composition course based on a reading of litera-
ture. We could give a capstone to the course if in the Tenth Week of
the course we were to take a single theme and show how it is variously
treated in a prose article, in a poem, in a short story, and in a
drama. Such an investigation might teach our students more about the
art of composition than anything else we have done in the three-quarter
sequence of the freshman course.

Another way perhaps of helping teachers keep English 103 "on target"
would be to suggest the kind of writing assignments that might be
given. In general, the course will remain on target if the writing
assignments result in expository or argumentative themes which rely on
the literary texts for data, for evidence, for any kind of substantia-
tion of a generalization or conclusion. But since teachers would
probably welcome something more specific than this, let us suggest
some theme assignments which would fulfill the main objective of the

course.

One of the articles that deal with the problem of how to use litera-
ture in a composition course and still keep the focus on composition
is the article by John A. Hart, Robert C. Slack, and Neal Woodruff, Jr.

of the Carnegie Institute of Technology--"Literature in the Composition
Course," College Composition and Communication, IX (December, 1958),

236-241. The authors summarize the rationale of their freshman course
at the Carnegie Institute in this way:

Our three conditions for success in using literature in the
teaching of composition are these: that the instructor teach
composition, not literature; that the literary works chosen
be manageable by 'he student without scholarly or critical
aid and afford him a lengthy soaking in an experience which
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holds his interest; and that the writing assignments based
on literature challenge the student to find meaning in what
he reads and pose a calculated variety of particular compo-
sitional problems.

Note especially the phrase "without scholarly or critical aid." It is
very easy for a teacher to forget that most of the students in his
classes are not and do not intend to be English majors, that they lack
the teacher's expertise in literature, that they do not command the
terminology and techniques for talking about literature iany very
profound way. The teacher should certainly not expect his freshman
students to engage in the kind of historical, textual, genetic, struc-
tural, or mythopoetic criticism that he writes for the journals or for
his graduate courses. But these students are capable of understanding
and responding to literature, on an elementary level. It is on that
rudimentary, non-technical level that the writing assignments should
engage the students.

The authors of the above-mentioned article give examples of the writing
assignments they gave to their students, who had been assigned to read
Huckleberry Finn, and these assignments are good illustrations of how
to engage students in expository or argumentative writing on their
level of competence:

Analyze with illustrations the quality and limitations of Huck's
intelligence (based on Chapter:,1 -12).

Discuss the good and evil consequences of lying, using examples
from Huckleberry Finn (based on the novel through Chapter 29).

A superficial look at Huckleberry Finn might lead to the con-
clusion that it is abouI an ignoraETEby who is trying to escape
and dodge his responsibilities to society in order to be a
loafer. Discuss the extent to which the opposite is actually
true (based on entire book).

None of these assignments presupposes or requires any highly technical
knowledge on the student's part, but they all require the student to
read the novel carefully and to resort to the text in order to expose
or demonstrate his thesis.

In his article "Lord Jim, Classical, Rhetoric, and the Freshman Dilem-
ma" in College English, XXV (October, 1963), 22-25, Robert L. Esch-
bacher cites examples of the kinds of writing assignments he gave his
freshman class:

For definition, the student must be directed to the many uses of
one key word in Lord Jim:. romantic. From the caustic narrator
of Vie first fouir-aTiFfgrs TBTHiFtill-bewildered Marlow of the
fins_ paragraphs, the word appears in scores of contexts and
involves almost every type of definition.... .The student who has
defined romantic (or perhaps verified its lack of firm definition
in Lord ---Tairgig.come far toward a real understanding of the
novi7.7- re-'has examined the text closely, and if definition has
been well taught, he has seen almost automatically one major
method of organizing a complex body of materialand he will not
be likely to dismiss the novel as a subjective pastime.



Classification of eight or nine of the major characters in any
way the student chooses--but with the ultimate goal of better
understanding Jim and Marlow--can produce an astonishing range
of insights, with an occasional essay that will eclipse much
of the published criticism of the novel. The best students
become absorbed in a classification based on, say, the charac-
ters/ unconscious virtues and vices, or on their relative
grasp of the complexity of Jim's dilemma. The poorer students,
predictably but profitably, settle for the English-European-
Eastern or sympathetic-indifferent-hostile divisions--but
usually they see the perils of too glib a classification even
in these simple terms.

Comparison-and-contrast offers a key to one of the dominant
thematic and aesthetic problems of the novel: Is the Patusan
section a falling off from the Patna affair? . . . More speci-
fic questions, seminal enough t-6-171476duce excellent themes, can

run like this: How does Jim's suicide compare with Brierly's?
How does Jim's leadership in the native conflicts contrast to
his jump off the Patna? . . . How does Marlow's final judgments
compare with his earlier ones?

Process, that baggiest of the rhetorical techniques, is often
unwittingly embraced by even the baggiest of instructors. The
application of this cause-and-effect principle is virtually
unlimited in Lord Jim, and can rein the most capricious hobby
horse. I would seriously consider for essays the processes
underlying questions such as these: How does the careful
reader come gradually to the discovery that the Patna did not

go down? How does Marlow manipulate the reader's sympathies
in Jim's favor?

The argument I assign on Lord Jim involves this obvious problem:
Does Jim redeem himself in Patusan? If so, from what? If not,
why not? The students usually do not have to be told that the
essays they have written so far offer material relevant to this
final comprehensive question: redeem must be defined, and auto-
matically implies a contrast to earlier action, and can be
analyzed as personal or social or ethical redemption, and
clearly involves a process.

Notice how all of Mr. Eschbacher's writing assignments exercise the
students in those rhetorical strategies that our students are intro-
duced to in English 101 and 102 and that in each case the students must
go to the literary text for material to develop his theme.

The examples of theme assignments from the previous two articles were
posed in the form of a directive ("Discuss,""Analyze") or of a question,
but theme assignments based on literature can also be set in the form
of a thesis sentence. Martin Steinmann and Gerald Willen in their
anthology Literature for Writing, Second Edition (Wadsworth, 1967) pro-
pose dozens of writing assignments which would be suitable for English
103. Here are a few examples of theme assignments they made in the
form of a thesis sentence:

They set their students the task of writing a theme of comparison
of attitudes toward love in four short stories, using Faulkner's



"Barn Burning" as the pivotal story in the group. They point

out that the thesis sentence "The boy's ambivalence toward

love in 'Barn Burning' is an ambivalence shared by at least
three other characters in modern short stories" is not as
generative as the thesis sentence "Many works of fiction are
concerned, for various reasons, with the failure of love as
a guiding force in the modern world." The first thesis sen-
tence, they contend, is more descriptive than analytical and
runs the risk of developing into four separate essays rather

than one tightly unified essay. The second thesis sentence
leads itself to a development by comparison within a unifying
framework. "The 'various reasons,'" Steinmenn and Willen
go on to say, "will have to be explained in detail, with
illustrations drawn from the lives of the characters you will
be discussing; you will be able to use 'Barn Burning' as
typical of 'many works of fiction' and the boy as the center
of your discussion. And from the boy you should find it
easy to get into comparative analysis of the other characters
without giving the impression that you have dragged them in
merely to fulfill an assignment."

Here is a thesis sentence they propose for a theme prompted
by the reading of several poems by Romantic poets: "In
certain of their poems, Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats see
man as being ill at ease in the world." This thesis sentence
obviously demands that the students provide some definition
of the key term "ill at ease" and suggests development by
comparison and contrast, since these poets see man as being
ill at ease in the world for different reasons.

Here is a thesis sentence that involves the student in a
stylistic analysis that should fall within their competency:
"The language in contemporary poetry is notably more col-
loquial, both in diction and in syntax, than the language
of sixteenth-century (or seventeenth-century or eighteenth-
century) poetry." Thisthesis sentence too calls for a
definition in this case of the term colloquial--and invites
proof ..by the citation of examples from the poetry of the two
eras. Such an assignment, however, probably requires a pre-
liminary investigation in one or two classroom sessions of
colloquial diction and patterns. It might be helpful also
to provide the students with pertinent quotations from
Wordsworth's Preface to the Lyrical Ballads and Coleridge's
Biographia Literaria about the revolUTIon these two poets
hoped to foster in writing poems in "the language really
used by men."

What about explications of literary texts as theme assignments in this
course? Such writing belongs primarily to the province of English 302
(506), Critical Writing, a course designed especially for English
majors, who are expected to do a great deal of this kind of writing in
their upper-division courses. 'But since exOlication6 are exercises in
expository/argumentative writing and since they concentrate on literary
texts, they would qualify as appropriate assignments in English 103.
Teachers should be cautioned, however, not to require, of their fresh-
man students those in-depth, highly technical analyses that' can be



legitimately required of upper-division English majors, and they cer-
tainly should not demand the kind of exhaustive analysis that is in-

volved in an explication de texte. And since the themes in English 103

are relatively short (50076.075-761ds), students should be asked to con-
centrate on only one or two elements in a poem, a play, or a short
story--e.g. images, scene-divisions, point of view. Such assignments
should never be made until there has been ample demonstration of the

technique in the classroom.

What about exercises in creative writing in English 103? Let it be
said categorically at once that the writing of poems, plays, or short
stories should never be set as an assignment for an entire class. In-
dividual students, however, might be permitted to substitute a creative
effort of theirs for one of the regular theme-assignments. But teach-

ers should exercise discretion about granting such permission. Some
students resort to this subterfuge in order to avoid the discipline of
the regular assignment. In high school they regularly got A's for
their formless, aimless exercises in self-expression, and as a result
they have been given an inflated notion of their talent. Genuine
creative talent is such a rare commodity that we certainly want to
encourage and nurture it wherever we detect a hint of its presence.
On the other hand, we don't want to encourage the lazy, undisciplined
charlatan.

Hopefully, these suggestions about theme-assignments and classroom
discussions will help to clarify the objectives and rationale of
English 103 and will enable the teacher to take his delight in this
opportunity to teach literature but still keep the emphasis on composi-

tion.

TEXTBOOKS

The dictionary continues to be a valuable reference tool in English
103, and students should be shown how recourse to the dictionary can
enhance their understanding and appreciation of literary texts.

The Modern English Handbook, Fourth Edition continues to be the basic
handbook/Thetoric, and while not as much classroom use will be made of

MEH as in English 101 and 102, students should be referred to this
text whenever they exhibit weaknesses in grammar, usage, punctuation,
mechanics, paragraphing, or rhetorical skills.

Poems, ed. C.F. Main and Peter J. Seng, Second Edition (Wadsworth,1965)
presents a generous selection of English and American poetry, with
helpful expositions of the technicalities of the poetic art.

The Experience of Literature: Fiction, ed. Lionel Trilling (Holt, Rine-

hart, and Winston, 1967) is a collection of twenty-two stories by
American, British, and, in translation, other European writers, of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Each of the stories is followed
by a 3-4 page Commentary by Lionel Trilling. The stories range in
length from Hemingway's three-page "Hills Like White Elephants" to
Tolstoi's forty-page "The Death of Ivan Illych."

Tragedy and Comedy: An Anthology of Drama, ed. Sylvan Barnet, Morton
erman, and William Buto (Little, Brown, 1967) presents ten dramas,

ancient and modern, five of them tragedies, five of them comedies.



THEMES AND REVISIONS

During the quarter, the student will write a minimum of five themes
(500-600 words) and a sixth in-class theme (500-600 words) during the
two-hour final examination. Because English 103 is primarily a writing
course, the grades on the written assignments should carry the princi-
pal weight in determining the student's final grade in the course.
But the grades on themes should not be the sole determinant of the stu
dent's final grade; his participation in classroom discussions, his
grades on reading quizzes, and the conscientiousness with which he does
his revisions should all play a part in determining his final grade.

The student should be required to do some kind of revision of all his
written work, except the final in-class theme. Teachers may set their
own policy on revisions, but some kind of revision should be required.
The revisions should be returned to the student, if not with a grade,
at least with some indication that his work has been reviewed and
recorded.

CONFERENCES

Teachers should schedule a number of staggered office-hours for pri-
vate conferences with their students. When they post their scheduled
office-hours, they should announce that if these hours do not fit a
student's schedule of classes, he can arrange for an appointment at
some other time.

Students who are having problems should be encouraged to see their
teacher early in the quarter. If they delay asking for special help
until the last two weeks of the quarter, there is usually very little
that the teacher can do at that point to help them. The disposition
and accessibility of the teacher can do much to encourage students to
come in for extra help.



This syllabus does not carry a Daily Assignments section, as did the
syllabi for English 101 and English 102. Instead, this syllabus will
lay out in a general way the sections of the three textbooks from
which specific assignments can be made at various stages in the quarter.

First of all, here is an outline of the major stages of the course:

FIRST THREE WEEKS (1st through 9th meeting of the class): devoted to
Poetry

SECOND THREE WEEKS (10th through 18th meeting): devoted to Fiction

THIRD THREE WEEKS (19th through 27th meeting): devoted to Drama

LAST WEEK (28th through 30th or 31st meeting of the class): devoted
to a review of one of these genres or to a comparative
study of the three genres.

OVERVIEW OF THE WRITING ASSIGNMENTS

Of the six themes written during the quarter (including the in-class
theme written for the final examination), it is suggested that two of
them be devoted to poetry, two to fiction, and two to drama. However,
the teacher may want to make the sixth theme one which integrates the
three genres studied during the quarter. In the case of Theme #4 and
Theme #6, which are written in class, the teacher should specify ahead
of time at least the literary texts upon which those themes will be

based. Teachers of TTh sections should adjust their writing assign-
ments to the MWF schedule.

1st
2nd Assign Theme #1
3rd
4th
5th Theme #1 due
6th

8th
7th Assign Theme #2

9th Return Theme #1
10th Theme #2 due
11th
12th Revision of #1 due
13th Assign Theme #3
14th
15th Return Theme #2

16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th

Theme #3 due

Revision of #2 due
Return Theme #3
Assign Theme #4
Revision of #3 due
Theme #4 (written in class)
Assign Theme #5

Return Theme #4
Theme #5 due
Revision of #4 due

Return Theme #5
Hand in Theme Folders

Theme #6 to be written during the
final examination.



READING ASSIGNMENTS

This part of the Syllabus does not specify which selections are to be
assigned and discussed in class nor, how many; it suggests only the
sections of the text from which assignments are to be made at certain
periods of the quarter. As a general rule, the fewer selections that
are discussed in class, the more likely it is that the course will re-
mr4:n "on target." There would be no objection, for instance, to
spending an entire week on a single poem, play, or short story.. How-
ever, teachers may want to assign more reading than can be dealt with
in the classroom just to give their students the experience of reading
a wide range of literary works.

FIRST WEEK (1st, 2nd, 3rd meetings of MWF classes):

Assignments from following sections of Poems:
The Words of a Poem, 3-26
The Reader and the Poem, 27-52
Images and Themes in Poems, 53-74

SECOND WEEK (4th, 5th, 6th meeting of MWF classes):.

Assignments from following sections of Poems:

The Poet's Use of Simile:and Metaphor, 75-104
The Poet's Use of Other Figures, 105-132
The Poet's Use of Symbol'and Allegory, 133-157

THIRD WEEK (7th, 8th, 9th meetings of MWF classes):.

Assignments from following sections of Poems:
The Whole Poem, 239-272
The Sound of a' Poem, 185-209
The Tone of a Poem, 210-238
Poems for Comparison, 303-369
The Rhythm and Meter of a Poem, 158-184 (optional; may be

too technical to be treated adequately in the allotted
time)

FOURTH WEEK (10th, 11th, 12th meetings of MWF clasSes):

One or more of the following stories in Fiction:

William Somerset MaughaM9 "The Treasure"
Guy de Maupassant, "Douchoux"
Anton Chekhov, "Enemies"
James Joyce, "The Dead"
Franz Kafka, "The Hunter Gracchus"
D.H. Lawrence, "Tickets' Please"
Ernest Hemingway, "Hills Like White Elephants"
John O'Hara, "Summer's Day"
Albert Camus, "The Guest"

FIFTH WEEK (13th, 14th, 15th meetings of MWF classes):

One or more of the following stories in Fiction:
Nathaniel Hawthorne, "My Kinsman, Major Molineux"
Fyodor Dostoievski, "The Grand Inquisitor"
E.M. Forster, "The Road from Colonus"
Thomas Mann, "Disorder and Early Sorrow"
Isaac Babel, "Di Grasso: A Tale of Odessa"

(continued next page)
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Isak Dinesan, "The Sailor-Boy's Tale"
William Faulkner, "Barn Burning"
Lionel Trilling, "Of This Time, Of That Place"
Bernard Malamud, "The Magic Barrel"

SIXTH WEEK (16th, 17th, 18th meetings Of MWF classes)

One or more of the following long stories in Fiction:
Herman Melville, "Bartleby the Scrivener: A Story"
Leo Tolstoi, "The Death of Ivan Illych"
Henry James, "The Pupil"
Joseph Conrad, "The Secret Sharer"

SEVENTH WEEK (19th, 20th, 21st meetings of MWF classes)

One or two of the following plays from Drama:

Sophocles, Oedipus the King
William Shakespeare, The Trageay of Othello
Henrik Ibsen, Hedda Gabler

EIGHTH WEEK (22nd, 23rd, 24th meetings of MWF classes)

One or two of the following plays from Drama:

Aristophanes, The Birds
Shakespeare, As You Like It
Moliere, The Misanthrope

NINTH WEEK (25th, 26th, 27th meetings of MWF classes)

One or two of the following plays from Drama:

Luigi Pirandello, Henry IV
Tennessee Williams, A Streetcar Named Desire
George Bernard Shaw, Major Barbara
Thornton Wilder, The Matchmaker

TENTH WEEK (28th,29th,30th meetings of MWF classes)

Devote this additional week to (1) poetry or the short story or
the drama, or (2) a combination of these three genres. (For
instance, you might take some theme and trace out its develop-
ment in a poem, a short story, and a drama in appropriate selec-
tions from the three textbooks.)

Sometimes there are 31 meetings scheduled for MWF sections. When-
ever this occurs, this 31st class is to be met for the full period.



PORMIR"UNIVERSITY

Lafayette, Indiana

Information Booklet for the Basic Composition Courses

THE PURPOSES OF COMPOSITION

"Writing Lmakethj an exact man"--Francis Bacon

The word "exact" in the quotation means "precise" and refers to thinking. Writing does not
consist of making black marks on white paper. Writing is almost purely a creative operation
of the mind. During your college years your teachers will help you develop the precision in
thinking and the precision in writing which are inseparable for effective communication.

"Reading maketh a full man"--Francis Bacon

The word "full" in the quotation means "informed." To think and write precisely, a writer
must have material to think about. For that reason writing and reading are also inseparable.
At Purdue your courses in composition aim to improve your ability to read intelligently. You
will study such writers as James Baldwin, George Orwell, Rachel Carson, and Erich Fromm
on such topics as science, religion, language, and, politics. Your reading will raise questions
for you to write about and will also provide models of effective organization, methods of
argument, and precise use of details.

,diga Reading, thinking, and writing make a changed man.

The discipline of thinking and writing precisely about an idea will alter your mind by forcing
you to bring into sharp focus conceptions which were previously obscure. This clOty will in
turn enable you to communicate more effectively with other people. Albert Einstein wrote a
famous letter to President Franklin Roosevelt which persuaded him to enlist the power of the
government in atomic research. In that instance a physicist convinced a statesman of the
worth of a new,,difficult scientific theory. Such ability to communicate effectively--to write
clearly, to read intelligently--is essential to every student in college and afterward, what-
ever his profession.

STANDARDS FOR EFFECTIVE WRITING

Some of the standards by which your teacher will evaluate your themes are as follows:

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE

A competently written expository theme must reveal to the reader clear purpose and structure.
Your theme should especially demonstrate your ability to formulate generalizations, to express
them in topic sentences, and then to develop such statements into unified paragraphs by
means of pertinent and specific supporting material. The several paragraphs composing the
whole theme must, in turn, show logical interrelationship.

GRAMMAR, MECHANICS, USAGE

Your themes must demonstrate control of the grammar and mechanics of 'English and of cur-
rently accepted English usage. Composition courses at Purdue, however, do not include
extensive instruction in grammar, mechanics, and usage. You are primarily responsible for

1
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overcoming deficiencies in these areas. Therefore, you should consult the table of contents
and index of your handbook for help.

Some serious mistakes are listed below. Opposite each is the abbreviation or symbol which
the teacher will write on your paper to identify the error.

Sentence fragment (incomplete sentence) FLAG

Two complete sentences written as one sentence with no
punctuation between FUSED

Two complete sentences joined by? comma only CS

Disagreement in number of subject and predicate or
pronoun and antecedent AGR

Faulty pronoun reference REF

Improper diction D

Misspelled words SP

Clumsy sentence, awkward expression

Non-parallel construction //
Wrong word WW

Improper use of slang SL

Inappropriate use of colloquialism COLLOQ

Omission of a word or punctuation

Faulty punctuation P

Your instructor will probably use additional symbols. Be sure you understand them.

If several of the errors listed above occur in a single theme, it may fail. However, correctness
in grammar, mechanics, and usage does not in itself assure a passing grade. A theme must be
mature and intelligent in content, must be sound in structure, and must conform closely to
the teacher's assignment. These are essential requirements for a passing theme.

Theme grades are as follows: A Excellent; B Good; C Fair; D Passing; F Un-
satisfactory. Some of the criteria which help determine these grades are described in a table
on page 5. Your themes are carefully read, your errors fully indicated, and your strengths
and weaknesses commented on. Study the sections in your handbook explaining the errors in
your theme. Your improvement requires serious attention to your instructor's comments on
your writing and thorough correction of your errors. A writing assignment is not complete
until the theme has been corrected and your instructor has accepted it.. Only then is the grade
final.

2
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CONDITIONS AND THEIR REMOVAL

A conditional failure grade (E) is given to a student who does not satisfactorily fulfill the
minimum essentials described above. If the student receives an E in English 101 or 102,
whether for doing non-writing assignments inadequately or for failure to write a sufficient
number of passing themes, he must remove this condition at some time during the following
semester or again be assigned to the same course. A student who receives a grade of F in
either English 101 or 102 is strongly urged to repeat the course the following semester.

SUBSTITUTION FOR ENGLISH 102

If you complete English 101 with a semester grade of A, you may, with the approval of the
head of your school, substitute for English 102 an elective course in English literature or
language, or in writing. Discuss with your advisor which course is most desirable for you.

CONFERENCES

Whenever you desire help of any kind, make an appointment to confer with your instructor. He
will tell you his office number and hours.

PREPARING MANUSCRIPT

With ink use Form B paper for both class and outside themes. If you type, use Form A. Never
use both sides of the paper. Appearance will affect the grade, although erasures and correc-
tions are permitted and expected on your class themes.

Write the title of the theme on the first line, and capitalize each important word. Between
the title and the beginning of the theme, leave a blank space of one line. Leave a one-inch
margin at the left. On Form B paper the red line is the margin. Indent each paragraph about
one inch.

Fold and endorse the theme properly. With the theme lying flat, face up, in front of you, bring
the left side over the right, make the edges even, and crease down the middle of the sheet,
leaving the cut edges to the right. Then beginning about two inches from th'1 bottom, endorse
as follows:

English 101 Division A (or whatever the class or division is)
Mr. (insert instructor's name)
September 3, 1964 (correct date)
No. 1 (Class) or (Outside)
Smith, John H. (your name)

HONESTY AND USE OF SOURCES

Although most students are honest, some intentionally or unintentionally use other's writing
as if it were their own. They thus become guilty of plagiarism, which means using without
credit the ideas or expressions or productions of another. You are therefore cautioned
(1) against using, word for word, without acknowledgment, phrases, sentences, paragraphs,
etc., from printed or manuscript material of others; (2) against using, with only slight changes

3
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in the wording, the materials of another; and (3) against using the general plan, the main
headings, or a rewritten form of someone else's material.

When phrases or sentences are taken from any source -- a book, a magazine, a lecture, or a
notebook -- they must, be enclosed in quotation marks, the name of the author must be stated,
and directions for finding the material (if it is printed) must be given.

The Department of English considers that this discussion is official notification of the nature
and seriousness of plagiarism.

SUBMITTING THEMES

Outside themes are handed in at the beginning of the recitation period at which they are due.
Your instructor may refuse to accept any late paper. Late themes or corrections, if accepted,
will be given a lower grade unless a satisfactory explanation is offered.

Themes to be revised or rewritten are due at the next class-meeting after the return of the
papers. Corrections are to be made according to your instructor's directions: a correction
sheet, corrections on theme, or rewriting. Hastily or carelessly made corrections will be
returned for additional work and will lower the original theme grade.

Failure to hand in two or more themes automatically debars a student from credit for the
semester's work.

KNEALE AWARDS

Through the generosity of John H. Kneale, a Purdue alumnus, annual prizes of fifty dollars
are awarded for the best set of four themes written by a student in English 101 and in English
103.

TRIAL FLIGHT

The Department of English publishes annually a magazine Trial Flight containing examples
of the best freshman writing. Its purpose is to show you what students like yourself have
been able to accomplish. Possibly a theme which you write this semester will be selected
for next year's issue. Trial Flight will be given to you by your instructor.

4



CRITERIA FOR GRADING THEMES

A-B

C

DF

CONTENT ORGANIZATION DICTION
GRAMMAR

PUNCTUATION
SPELLING

A significant central
idea clearly defined,
and supported with
concrete, substantial,
and consistent relevant
detail

Central idea apparent
but trivial, or trite, or
too general; supported
with concrete detail,
but detail that is oc-
casionally repetitious,
irrelevant, or sketchy

Central idea lacking,
or confused, or unsup-
ported with concrete
and relevant detail

Rhetorical and Logical
Development

Theme planned so that
it progresses by clear-
ly ordered and neces-
sary stages, and de-
veloped with originality
and consistent atten-
tion to proportion and
emphasis; paragraphs
coherent, unified, and
effectively developed;
transitions between
paragraphs explicit and
effective

Plan and method of
theme apparent but not
consistently fulfilled;
developed with only
occasional dispropor-
tion or, inappropriate
emphasis; paragraphs
unified, coherent, usu-
ally effective in their
development; transi-
tions between para-
graphs clear but abrupt,
mechanical, or monoto-
nous

Plan and purpose of
theme not apparent;
undeveloped or devel-
oped with irrelevance,
redundancy, or incon-
sistency; paragraphs
incoherent, not unified,
or undeveloped; transi-
tions between para-
graphs unclear or in-
effective

Sentence
Structure

Sentences skilful-
ly constructed (uni-
fied, coherent,
forceful, effec-
tively varied)

Sentences correct-
ly constructed but
lacking distinction

Sentences not uni-
fied, incoherent,
fused, incomplete,
monotonous, or
childish

Distinctive: fresh,
precise, economi-
cal, and idiomatic

Appropriate: clear
and idiomatic

Inappropriate:
vague, unidiomatic,
or substandard

Clarity and effec-
tiveness of ex-
pression promoted
by consistent use
of standard gram-
mar, punctuation,
and spelling

Clarity and effec-
tiveness of ex-
pression weakened
by occasional de-
viations from
standard' grammar,
punctuation, and
spelling

Communication ob-
scured by frequent
deviations from
standard grammar,
punctuation, and
spelling

5
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This excerpt from a student theme* shows the form of an outside typed theme and provides

examples of the teacher's marks and comments.

Alo Idtt
W ',A

-re is

SATURDAY INVADERS

an assortmena of Saturday students found within
Colki

a music s hool in a metropolitan area. viithin the ivy-covered walls

during the week, all is quiet as can be expected in a music school.

Nearly all of the college students are students in every sense of ore.etzt.

the word. Buts on Saturdaylvandemonium breaks loose with the in-

vasion by 'students" between the ages of five and eighteen.

Ther are very young children whose doting parents are aspiring

for them to attain hts of musical achievement, These chil-

dren may be separated into two groups. re are those who are what

C S their parents have hoped] there iso those who would rather be

any here in the world but at a usic school. To them, musicis a Rai. 10
14ust inottutornt

thing to be unhappily endure . 1116.--are easily distinguished from na-4M Jo 04
is

one another at orchestra ehearsal. The first group listens with stedt4, tr 4.
U tem 1

rapt attention to the onductor's instructions and explanations.

With swinging feet hat can't quite reach the floor, the others let

their eyes wand= over the faces of the people who are listening to

the rehearsa The heads of these erstwhile young musicians move as 1,4141

though on ivots, much to the consternation of the harassed conductor.

kutlkeek- IA144 366.1 rtusts,«Vs1

R444:44,4 T high school students constitute the next large age group. C.A.X 044iguk
401" wove

comik 4^04.11.4here are, of course, a few near-geniuses, but very few. Most of them f:1444.4.4,

ukNte 1+4%6'44444 .
le "

come stumbling through the corridor and up the stairs with only theiectesc4:4
VO.AtiiNitt a+

LOtLil La score of last night's game fresh in their minds. Eince they haven'to.1+441:01

Oka
401.114f had much time to practice during the week and since even music

b4.410. teachers sometimes like to hear a play-b play account of the latest

NI..0..U1. 46*{;'j-411.usi... basketball game-, these team-happy musicians often manage to keep a

Foo4.44141

rather one-sided conversation going for twenty-five minutes of their

half-hour lesson periods. A full day of teaching of thiV4pro- iktrAirmest

4A.4% 4 4ue 444/
'14

vides an unscheduled rest for these teachers. } *ta .4 si.u,jme43

*Taken from Joint Statement on Freshman English in College, and High School Preparation

by the Departments of English of Ball State Teachers College, Indiana State Teachers College,

Indiana University, 'and Purdue University.
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BASIC COMPOSITION SEQUENCE English 101 102

The basic composition sequence comprises two courses in directed expository writing de-
signed to be taken in the freshman year.

ENGLISH 101

This course emphasizes the organization of the expository theme based on your own ex-
perience. You will learn to isolate and describe the individual experience and to compare
and contrast it with other experiences. You will also study and write ak-ut some relation-
ships between experience and language and between experience and ideas.

WRITING

You will write at least fifteen themes during the semester. Some will be written out of class
and should be 350-500 words in length. Others will be written in class, and though often they
will be shorter than your out-of-class themes they Ahould be adequately developed. You
should devote the entire period to planning, writing, and proofreading your class theme.

GRADING

Your first four themes will receive no letter grade, their quality being indicated as follows:
superior, V+, satisfactory, V; unsatisfactory, J. Thereafter your themes will receive letter
grades. (See the statement of criteria on page 5.) Your last four themes will be class themes.
They will be a kind of final examination to determine your achievement in writing. Your final
grade. will depend upon this achievement and the improvement you have made during the
semester.

ENGLISH 102

In the second semester you will concentrate on the logical and rhetorical problems involved in
writing discursive essays. You will learn to discriminate among different kinds of statements
(fact, assumption, hypothesis, opinion, feeling), to formulate each kind of statement precisely,
and to validate each kind of statement through the use of appropriate logical and rhetorical
methods. The reading of discursive prose and imaginative literature will provide much of the
stimulation and material for your writing.

WRITING

You will write twelve themes, four or five of them in class. These themes will be somewhat
longer than those written in English 101; one will be a documented essay of 1000-1500 words.

GRADING

All your themes will receive letter grades. (See statement of criteria on page 5.) Your final
grade will be based on yotir overall performance and the quality of your writing, especially
in the final themes.

7



COMPOSITION AND LITERATURE ENGLISH 103

This advanced composition course is designed to teach select groups of students two dis-
tinct skills. You will be instructed in the critical reading of imaginative literature; you

will study the elements of good writing.

First, you will become acquainted with the vocabulary of criticism with such concepts as
structure and imagery, tenor and vehicle and using them,will learn various approaches to
fiction, poetry, and drama. The authors to be studied range from Sophocles to Shaw, from
Thomas Mann to John Updike.

Second,you will apply your new knowledge of literary principles and the elements of writing
by composing themes, both critical and creative, based on your reading of literature. For ex-
ample, you might be asked to write on such a topic as The Role of Duty, Wisdom, Pride,
and Fate in Oedipus Rex.

If you have indicated superior writing ability by your high school achievement and your
score o_ n the verbal section of the College Entrance Examination, you will be assigned direct-

. ly to English 103. If you receive a grade of C or better, you will be given an additional
three credits for English 101 and excused from English 102.

If you are an English major, you will be required to take English 103. However you may be
first assigned to English 101, or English 101 and 102, as prerequisites, depending on your
preparation and ability.

WRITING

You will write approximately twelve themes, some of which will be written in class. Outside
themes will vary in length depending upon the assignment but will generally be longer than
those in English 101. Longer essays based upon research and outside reading may be re-
quired.

GRADING

All your themes will receive letter grades. (See statement of criteria on page 5.) Your final
grade will be based on your overall performance and the quality of your writing, especially .

in the final themes.

. . . the value of the essay as a form is that it succeeds not
for the sake of the argument, as philosophy does; not for the sake
of the writer's "personality," as character does, but because the
writer has succeeded in sharing his meditations with us. In an
essay, it is not the thought that counts but the experience we get
of the writer's thought; not the self, but the self thinking. And

above all, it is not the "subject" that counts with us, for this
subject might have been arrived at by anyone it is the subject
as arrived at by the writer, as it has grown in his thought, as it
has been done justice to by himself alone.

Alfred Kazin
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FOP2. YARD

The following information has been assembled to provide a
general description of the freshman and sophomore General Studies
courses staffed by the Department of English. Although of
necessity somewhat general, the course descriptions and sample
syllabi attempt to provide an overall view of the nature of the
seven freshman and sophomore courses.

GiD 101 - English Composition I
GSD 102 - English Composition II
GSC 103 . World Literature for Composition

GJC 201 - Introduction to Drama
GSC 202 - Introduction to Poetry
GSC 209 - Uodern Literature - Form and Idea
GSC 210 - Introduction to Fiction

The sample themes have been selected to indicate the type of
papers assigned and to illustrate the typical student response.
The themes have not been edited.

:To hope this information will indicate the rationale 63r
General Studies courses in English. If you wish further
information, please do not hesitate to contact us.

7)

Thomas Davis, Director
General Studies in English
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THE "JRITING CLIOIC
Uain 304

The Writing Clinic provides additional help to individual
students for one hour each weak. During Clinic sessions, the
student revises his papers and reviews his writing problems
under the supervision of an instructor or student aide (a

senior English major). He receives no credit or grade for his
work in the Clinic, but his progress is recorded and reported
to his composition instructor; if a student misses three
consecutive sessions at any time during the quarter, his
instructor is notified.

GENERAL PROCEDURE

After grading the first theme, each comnosition teacher
refers students to the Clinic for additional help. The student
then arranges to attend the Clinic one hour each week and submits
his graded papers to an instructor or aide, who analyzes the
errors and assists the student in revising and rewriting his
themes, correcting errors, and reviewing mechanics. Each 'reek,

the work accomplished is recorded on a worksheet (a typical
example follows). Finally, at the end of the cuarter, the
instructor is informed of the number of times the student
attended the Clinic and the kind of help the student received.
A permanent record of all students who attend the Clinic is
kept on file.

STATISTICAL RESULTS OF THE FALL QUARTER (1957)

Four instructors and six aides staff the Clinic; at least
two people are always available from 3z00 to 5:00, Monday
through Friday. During Fall Quarter, 435 students attended,
for a total of 2,119 student-hours spent in the Clinic.

Of the 477 students enrolled in freshman composition
courses who received additional help in the Clinic, 302 passed
their courses and 175 failed. Among the students who failed,
29 either stopped attending classes or received authorized
withdrawals.
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WORK:

ANTE: Jonas James

RECORD :1 :: E 137G

CLIUIC TI12: 10:00 Tuesday

i 9/29/57 p

Reviewed overall organization.
Rewrote thesis statement: had it criticized from
both its structure and content.

10/5
Reviewed weak sentences and incorrect sentences
(Frag., C.S., awk.)
Planned for third theme with expository thesis.

10/13 Absent

10/20
Reviewed topic sentence and relation to paragraph.
Urote short paragraph and had it criticized.
Explained theses paragraph with "funnel" approach.

10/27
Used programmed text on vocabulary to help improve
specific word choice.
Revised organization of "Pro-fly Opinion" paper.

11/3 1- absent

11/10
Reviewed errors on last theme, C grade; however
still had some diction and sentence errors in it.
'lade an outline for a comparison-contrast in-class
theme.

11/17
Discussed possible methods of organization for
final examination in-class theme.
:Irote a final thesis paragraph for practice.

1

W Z:.

Form 2
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GSD 101 - EliGLI6EL COMDOSITION

Texts: WICrimmon, Writing With A Purpose; Fourth edition
(Loughton Mifflin).
Johnson & Davis. Col1ec Reading and College Writing
(Scott, Foresman).

The rhetoric, Writing With A Purpose, is a standard text
whose format is too widely known to require explanation. Of

the four parts of the text, One and Two ("Planning the Compo-
sition" and "Expressing Ideas") are used almost in their
entirety, Three ("Special Assignments") is omitted except for
the chapter on the critical essay, and Four ("Handbook of
Grammar and Usage") is used primarily by students to check
points of grammar, mechanics, and style. College Reading and
College Writing, an anthology of largely contemporary essays
which reflect student interests, provides illustrations of
rhetorical principles and gives the student ideas and
information for his own themes.

Approach and Methods:

The first of a three-quarter composition sequence, 101

is required of all students scoring below the seventieth
Percentile in English on the ACT Test. In the second and
third quarters of the sequence, students write about language
and literature respectively; but in this introductory course,
they are taught to write expository themes on general subjects.

Students in 101 meet three hours per week in groups of
twenty-five or less. Although procedures vary somewhat in
each class, the arrangement of material within each unit
follows a four-step plan: 1) discussion of the iicCrimmon
text--rhetorical principles, exercises, and model themes;
2) structrual analysis of essays from the anthology; 3)
application of principles in a theme or short written
exercise; and 4) evaluation and follow -up--analysis of
student themes, review of ideas and problems, etc.

In the first unit, students learn the essentials of pre-
writing-- selecting and restricting topics, formulating thesis

statements, and outlining. Introductory and concluding
paragraphs, not covered by IicCrimmon, are generally included
in this first unit. Unit Two acquaints students with the
major patterns of organization--illustrative, analytic, and
argumentative--with particular emphasis on analysis. In
connection with patterns of organization, students consider
the topic sentence, transitions between paragraphs, and
selection of appropriate supporting material. 2:elthough the

paragraph is discussed throughout the course, Unit Three
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examines more closely the techniques of paragraph development
and the rgation of individual paragraphs to the total theme.
Unit Four, the critical paper, in effect sums up the previous
units by requiring students to apply their knowledge of
organization and development to literature, a subject they
will be writing about in the remaining two quarters of the

composition sequence. As a continuation of MCCrimmon's
discussion of paragraph unity and coherence, the final unit
considers techniques for writing effective sentences.

Themes and Exams:

In addition to numerous short exercises in iicCrimmon,

students write six essays, including a diagnostic theme and
the final examination. Most themes are written in class and
require students to follow one of the major organizational
patterns. After themes two and four, students meet individually
with their instructor to discuss problems and to evaluate their

progress.

Gal) 101: 32.1LPLE SYLUi3U3

It TRODUCTIOU TO THE COUR6E

1 Orientation
2 Diagnostic Theme

UAIT 2RMIRITIAG

3 McCrimmon, pp. 3-17 (Choosing and Restricting
Determining the Purpose); written exercise in

4 McCrimmon, pp. 13-27 (Thesis and Statement of
written exercise--thesis statements

5 IZcCrimmon, pp. 10-27 continued; exercises pp.
27-30; explanation of correction symbols

WIT TWO: PATTERHS OF ORGAIII

the Subject,
restriction
Intent);

23 -24, 25,

6 I'ZcCrimmon, pp. 55-52 (Illustrative Pattern); Johnson and

Davis (ID). pp. 300-333, 37-42 for structural analysis;

written exercise--outline for essay on Illustrative Pattern

7 cCrimmone pp. 62-67 (Comparison and Contrast); JD. pp.

303-390 for analysis; written exercise -- outline for

Comparison and Contrast theme

3 Comparison and Contrast continued; analysis of student

outlines
9 In-Class Theme 2 (Illustrative Pattern or Comparison and

Contrast)
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P0,101A,

10 TicCrimmon, pp. 57-72 (nalytic Pattern --Classification and

?rocess); JD, pp. 5D-71, 150-150 for analysis; written

exerciseoutline for Classification assay

11 ildCrimmon, pp. 74-73 (Casual Analysis); JD, pp, 10-13,

352-355 for analysis; wxittan exerciseoutline for

Casual Analysis essay
12 Discussion of student outlines (meetings 10 and 11);

comment on Theme 02

13 libCrimmon, pp. 73-33 (Argumentative Pattern); J%.) essays

for analysis
14 Argumentative Pattern continued; optional discussion of

IicCrimmon, pp. 325-334 (Deliberation: Problem Solving);

written enercisaoutline for Argumentative essay

TIME: PAR:all:U-11 1)13VELOPIZIIT

15 IicCrimmon, pp. 103-114 (Completeness and Unity); analysis

of paragraphs from jD and student themes; Out-of-Class

Theme (Classification or Casual Analysis)

15 14cCrimmon pp. 114-120 (Paragraph flovement)

17 Paragraph Ibvement continued; analysis and evaluation of

paragraphs from JD, student themes

10 NcCrimmon, pp. 120-127 (coherence and Transition); written

exercisein-class paragraph
19 Analysis of student naragraphs (Theme 03); exercise in

paragraph coherence
20 flbCrimmon, pp. 127-130; exercises pp. 135-140 (optional);

JD naragraphs for analysis

MIT FOUR: TUE CRIT/CAL ESSAY

21 IlbCrimmon, pp. 219-224 (Interpretation and Technical

Analysis); JD, p. 334--poems for discussion; Out-of-Class

Theme (Argumentative Pattern)

22 VicCrimmon, 224-230(Critical Judgment) ;
analysis of

model themes, pp. 225-225

23 Readings for critical essay

24 Evaluation and discussion of Theme 04 (selected themes

and paragraphs)
25 In-Class Theme 05 (Critical Essay)

WIT FIVE: EFFECTIVE STATIMICES

25 NeCrimmon, pp. 141-144 (Common Sentence); analysis of

selected paragraphs JD
27 1cCrimmon, pp. 144-150 (Balanced and Periodic Sentences);

written exercise--the Common Sentence

23 licCrimmon, pp. 150-150 (Characteristics of Effective

Sentences); written exercise in sentence revision

29 Effective Sentences continuad; evaluation of revision

exercise
30 Preparation for final examinationdiscussion of assigned

readings, instructions, review
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aSD 101: SNAP= THEIX
LAII1TS S.I .U.

Students at Southern Illinois University have many
grievances against the administration - all of which are
within reason. They range from no voice in running the
university to no voice in running their own life. The
three major complaints against the administration are the
banning of motorcycles, the stricter regulations in regard
to housing, and the administration acting "en loco parentis."

The banning of motorcycles was an illogical and ill-timed
act by the administration. flany students worked all summer
to buy a motorcycle to bring to college. But two weeks before
school is to start the administration sends out letters stating
that there will be no motorcyicles on campus this year. Iiany

students now have their Hondas sitting in the garage at home,
collecting dust. Besides being an ill-timed act, it was an
illogical one. Students that attend high school in Carbondale
are allmed to drive cars and motorcycles - apparently the
administration feels that high school students are more mature
than the students attending Southern Illinois. One reason
given for the banning of cycles was the number of deaths last
year. ;that the administration fails to point out however, is
that more people were killed last year in automobile accidents
than in motorcycle accidents. This is not a nationwide
statistic but a statistic for the city of Carbondale. Oven
the chief of the Security '2olice said that in over three
forths of all motorcycle accidents, there is a car that is at

fault. The administration is also hurting the people in
Carbondale and nearby communities. since students no longer
have their own transportation, the stores must either provide
it or lose the student's business.

:Mat hurts the Carbondale businessman more than the
restrictions on motorcycles are the rigid restrictions regarding
housing. Private homes can no longer take in students as

oarders. The residents that used to do this are now turning
against the administration. One house-holder gave a donation
of one hundred dollars to the Action Party to help them try to
abolish these new restrictions. (Tore important than having
the residents turn against the administration is the fact that
the administration is creating a great deal of animosity among
the students. Wight rallies and black armbands are becoming a

familiar sight on the campus. i- twenty -one year old student,

who can drink, vote, drive, and get drafted, is told that he

must live in supervised housing while attending this school.
When the summer comes, he goes back home to his own apartment.
In a list of grievances given to President ilorris, it was stated
that the "right to live where we want and where we can afford
to live has been taken away, not for our benefit, but for that

of certain vested interests." These "interests" are the large

^-^
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s that are only half filled due to a drop in
ereforel the little businessman must suffer
e businessman moves in and takes over.

While Mg business is taking over the housing policy,
the administration is trying to run each student's life.
Using the theory of "en loco parentis" the university assumes
guardianship of the students. One policy currently in effect
is curfew for all girls. Another is the policy of search and
entry. Under this policy, a student's room may be entered
and searched by the Security Police at any time without a
search warrant. Then there is the policy of double jeopardy,
whereby the student may be prosecuted first by the university
and than by the state. Although this policy has been declared
unconstitutional, it is still in effect at Southern Illinois.

All of these grievances against the administration are
legitimate. The policies now in effect at Southern will
backfire. The businessmen of Carbondale are turning against
the administration, the students on campus are against the
administration, and future students will think twice before
choosing S.I.U. as the school where they would like to go.
While there was a drop in enrollment this quarter, there will
be an even bigger decrease next fall. And while the admin-
istration continues to carry on these policies, students are
looking for new schools to attendWhere the administration
does not become dictator over the students.
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WI) 102 . ENGLI3H ccuposmal

Tents: Perrin. Writer's Guide and Index to Er191ish. (Scott,

Foresman).
Anderson & Stageberg. Introductory Readings on Language.

(Holt, Rinehart).
Two supplementary texts. (One, fiction; one, non-fiction).

Departmental Style Sheet.

The Writer's Guide is used primarily as a review text and

handbook reference; Introductory Readings on Language contains

essays on the nature of language, its origin and development; on

words, their meaning and usage; and on the principles of logic.

Supplemantary selections, fiction and non-fiction, are also used

each quarter. They provide a variety of topics for writing

assignments and, moreover, demonstrate the techniques used in

narration and in exposition. Finally, the 3tvle Sheet introduces

the student to the form and style of critical writing and the

use and documentation of source material.

Approach and flethods:

Students who successfully complete 101 are enrolled in the

second course of the three-quarter sequance..G3D 102. (Students

who rank from 70 to 330; on ACT scores are exempted from the

first quarter and assigned to the secnnd.) Although this course

also stresses the techinques of writing, major emphasis is

placed on the content of themes. The subject matter of the

course is divided into five units: 1) a review of writing
principles; 2) the nature of the language; 3) wordsform,
meaning, and usage; 4) clear thinking; and 5) selected readings.

In Unit One, four or five class meetings are devoted to a

review of the structural principles of writing--the technique of

selection and restriction of subject matter, the preparation and

development of various thesis-sentence types and effective

paragraphs, the use of transitional devices, etc.--and, finally,

an introduction to the acceptable style and form for all written

work.

Units Two, Three, and Four focus upon the selections in

Introductory, Readings on Languageessays which stress the

universality of language but emphasize the restrictive perception

placed on language by the different cultures. Unit Two is

devoted largely to the examination of language, its symbolic

qualities and the wide range of inconsistencies within it. In

the third unit, students study essays on the origin, classifi-

cation, and interpretation of words, on differences of language

practices, and on regional and social variations. This unit is

especially appropriate for writing assignments which require the

students to consult the 0:eord nalish Dictionary and other

dictionaries as well as various periodicals. Unit Four includes
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readings on the use of figurative language and symbolism and
on the types and methods of literary criticism. This unit,
therefore, introduces the student to the procedures of critical
analysis.

The last unit is based upon the two supplementary texts.
Generally these texts are chosen to illustrate the effects of
history or science on civilization and language. For example,
texts which have been used in the past were A 0hort lastory of
Science (Doubleday) and Uhxley's Brave Neu :Torld.

In addition to short writing assignments--analyses,
exercises, and one or two hourly examinations--the students
must write six to eight papers, usually three in-class themes
(including a diagnostic theme written during the second class
meeting) and three out-of-class themes. The final examination
is also an impromptu theme with topics generally based on
Brave New 'Aorld.

GSD 102: SANPLE SYLLABUS

UNIT OUB: INTRODUCTION liND REVIE1 OF PRINCIPLES OF COMPOSITION

1 Orientation
2 Theme A. (In-class)
3 titer's Guide, "The Stages in ilriting," pp. 30-62

4 4riter's Guide, "Tlriting Paragraphs," pp. 110-156; ptvle Sheet

UNIT T:10: THE NATURE OF LINGUAGE. Introductory Readings

5 "Language Defined," pp. 1-15
6 "Gift of Tongues," pp. 41-60
7 "Uses of Language," pp. 33-31; "Language, Logic, and Grammar,"

pp. 21-31
3 Theme (In-class)

UNIT THREE: flEANING, AND USAGE. Introductory
Readings

9 "770=1-Making in English," pp. 04-107
10 "Etymology and Meaning," pp. 113-123
11 "Classification," pp. 157-163; "Bias 'lords, " pp. 176-103

12 "Interpretation," pp. 134-E5
13 "Dictionaries and the English Language," pn. 133-149

14 "Bargain Basement English," pp. 342-343; "Grammar for
Today," pp. 350-357; "Differences in Language Practices,"
pp. 350-372

15 "Some :ords Stop at Marietta, Ohio," pp. 301-380

16 Theme (Out-of-class); "Regional and Social Variations,"

pp. 30)-405
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UNIT POUR: CLEAR THIMING. Introductory Lgadincta

17 "Signs and Symbols," pp. 1)0-202; "Figurative Language,"
pp. 216-227

le "The hoop," pp. 203-206; "The Lottery," pp. 216-227
19 Theme A (In-class)
20 "Are 141 Generalizations False:" pp. 403-495; "Evaluation

of Evidence," pp. 406-50G
21 "Post Hoc Rides Again," pp. 507-514; "Analogies," pp. 515-522;

"mbiguities," pp. 523-541
22 Examination over material in Introductory Readings

UNIT FIVE: SUPPLEUENTARY TEXTS--Piction and Non-Fiction

23 Theme 4:45 (Out-of-class). Based on supplementary selections.
24-2 Analysis and discussion of selections. (Theme Out-of-

class)
29 Final Examination (Theme Oh

G3D 10 2: SAIZILZ TIT.21

TBE SPECIFIC TRaUBLE WITH GLINERALIZATION

For some reason, the vocabulary of the English language has
never expanded to cover all the shades of meaning in an idea.
As a result, many of the words used in English are much too
general, and are thereby limited in their usefullness as idea-
symbols. Obvioutay, there are many words Which fall into this
category, but the one about which this paper will be written is
"loneliness." As will be seen, this word is incapable of
expressing the various nuances of attitudes which are partially
implied by it.

To see whyaeneliness" is too general, it is necessary to
observe what other words we have as subsets of "loneliness" and
why these still are not sufficient. Lotteliness itself denotes
a mental state due to the lack of accompaniment; it is an amotional
estrangement. This estrangement can be one which alienates the
individual from someone or something he loves, from God, or from
himself. Only the first aspect of loneliness has any qualifying
subterms.

Included in the emotional estrangement from that which is
loved are the conditions of being homesick and lovesick. Eome-
sidkness refers to the desire to be back in familiar surroundings;
however, there are degrees and conditions to this feeling which
are not accounted for in the general term. Take, for example,
the attitude of a child who is away from home for the first time
and becomes homesick; that is, he longs for the security of his
family. Then examine the feelings of the traveler who is
homesick for familiar sorroundings. Contrast both of these then
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mhe 2xperinc e of Literature, (FatIt :v L 9 vac",a
Rtmehart)
)upplemeUery text (A Casebook on a novel or drama)

Departmental Meet

nd Methods;

The third course in the composition sequence is designed to
introduce students to thre,e ma j or types of literature and to teach
them the tuella-if:pea and procedure of writing short- critical papers.
(atudants w5o rank from 90 to 100% on the ACV- scores are exempted
f the first two quarters and assignj ed to this course.) The

c,,Jh-tro,', no °logically but divided into units woo, ne

11 it 1:), **he r 1U ^ °*a 4 Sto genre. 410, ema---aric des reoreoent. -ay

the Classica3,1, anattespearean, and bbdern 'periods. Unit
fi4tion=4_----1,,Ises upon the short story andlthe short novel in the
lOth and 20th centuries Unit 111--poetry- -includes selections
representing the major literary periods from the early Renaissance
to the present.

Although class discussions are devoted largely to the works
assigned, some information about each genre and 'historical and
intellectual badlogrounds is presented by the instructor. In

addition, at least four class meetings are devoted to such topics
as literary criticism, 'writing techniques, and matters concerning
format, documentation, and bibliography.

es, ana Exams:

mach student is required to write, at least five papers--
three inoiciass themes and two, out.of-class pepers. The first
theme*, to be used primarily for cli,agnostic purposes, is written
during the third or fourth class meeting. The second paper--a
critical essay, 5 to 0 pages in length...-is some kind of general
stsay of at least two plays (e.g., the thematic significance of
blindness in Oedimms Rem4 in Lloar, and the 71ild Mick). The
third theM04 an in*--Jelass 00Sar written in the middle of the
gnarteX# is usually a comparison and contrast paper based on two
orthres start stores, the fourth paper is a 5 to $ page
eritieal essay On a topic Chosen from the short stories and the
ease-4®A4 a topic labidh gives the students an opportunity to
in00-:c?-:*rate some of the Critical material from,the casebook into
their papers. The last paper, wItten during the final exams,
is on im ptu analysis) of a poem or a discussion, of a, recurring
theme, attitude, or symbol in several poems,.

Occasional quiozes on the reading assignments are given from
time to time, but more emphasis is placed upon, the technique of
writing themes about, literature, than upon objective:exams.
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WIT ON24 THE DRAAA

1 Description of course and requirements and introdUctory
Jomts On the techniques of literary analysis, ort drama,

and on the nature of tragedy.
2 Cedimus Rex
3 edims Rex
4

Xi
7 Ian L
8 Assign discuss topics for the critical paper on the

drama; discuss problems in writing and the departmental
Stile Sheet.

9 The dild DuCk
10 The Itid Duck
11 The Ilid Duck

Mu-class Them.
Itin® Lear

UNIT 7. TO: F I =ION

12 Introduction to fiction anl popular themes in modern
literature; discussion and analysis of Cbekhov's "Enemies"

13 Paper on the drama due; discussion of Joyce's The Dead.
14 TOlstoi's The Death of Ivan Ily_Ch
15 COnzad's The Secret Sharer
16 Return the drama paper and discuss problems in writing,

especially problems of form and style in critical wtiting.
Assign topics for the paper on fiction.

17 COnrad's He of Darkness (Horton Critical Edition)
18 Heart of Darkness and critical essays in the casebook.
19 In*.class theme

UNIT Turaz4 POETRY

20 Introduction to poetry: theme, structures language, imagery,
and rhythm.

21., Idealistic and realistic views toward nature. in Uarlove"'s
"The Passionate. Shepherd" and Raleghts °The NYMPh's Reply"
and the metaphorical use of nature in Shakespeare's Sonnets.
l and 73.

22. Mature, as a spiritual or inspirational force in Marv' s
"The Oexden," "WAllegro" and Vaughan's "The ltrld."

23 WOrdsworehts views of nature in "34postulation and Reply,"
"The Tables Turned," "Resolution and Independence," and
"Ode; intimations of Immorality."

24 The use of nature in Coleriagall "Frost at Vildnight."
Shelley's "Ode to the :lest Winds" and Keats' "To Autumn."

25 The treatment of nature, in 19th century. American, poetry:.
"-Alen, Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Dlooles.."

Dickinson's "There's a. Certain. Slant of Light" and nil,
Narrow. Fellow in the Crass."

26 Mature in Victorian poetry: Browning's. "Childe Roland,"
Arnold's "Dover Beach!" and "To. Harcueritel" Lardy' s, "The
Darkling' Thrush," and tionsman's "T eli3st of Trees."
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27 Hotlkins attitude toward nature in "The %Iirua1Wo4Per" and

u2iad Beauty." I, Al I

23 Rature in 20th century kr -try: -Prost's "3topping by hpoixs
I

and "Design," Stevens' "Anecdote of the Jar," and Warren's

"aearded Oaks."
29' lloethke's "Tbe Far Field" and Thomas's "Fern Bill."

30 Discussion of poetry paper to be written during the final.

GC 103: Emu

TELa ROLE PAT' 04411sM Tas L11G

As man advanced from dictatorship to democracy be, for the

first time, had freedom to cuestion and discuss not only political

affairs but also the greater and deeper questions of the Eumanities.
?or centuries the Greeks bad morsbipped .4eus, the father god, and

all his children as representatives of all living things. But in

the Age of SoPhocles the new critical and scientific out10.1t began

to question their power and even their existence. nanv of the
keenest intellects came to question the whole structure of the
accepted religion and began to see in man the re er to control

the world. Viet? ideas of man's greatness, than, were challenging
old religious ideas; and Decinus the 1,:i4p was in part an exciting

discussion of this challenge. Sophocles, in this famous Greek

tragedy, uses the belief in the predestined fate of man to unfold

his plot.

Pate, as it is presented in pedinas the Tint serves as the

unifying element which dominates the actions of the major

character. The prophecies have been made and already fulfilled,
even before the opening scene. Only the seardh is left. As
Oedipus 1? *, seeds from ignorance to knowledge, the ugly destiny
revealing itself to him recalls the riddle of the Sphinx. Els

life, in a manner of speaking, was the answer to the riddle:
his unfortunate infancy - -two of his "four feet" pinned together
by a nail; his manhood - -a monarch walking proudly upon two feet;

his final pathetic condition--.the circumstances of old age
thrust upon him by destiny and rendering him unable to walk
without support.' The ansuer to the Sphinx's riddle, then,
outlines the three-phased progress of the destiny revealing itself

in the play.

A man of superb critical and creative intelligence, of swi t

and decisive action, and of openness and sympathy, Oedipus is

plagued by the gods, from the very beginning, by an alarmingly

inquisitive mind. Several time during the play Oedipus does

have a choice. Saveral times he is urge to op the search for
the truth, but he will not. Ea will know the truth. I is he

who drives the action o the play forward. It is the gods,
however, who are the dominating forces behind this action. They

have issued the prophecies and seen that they are fulfilled.

llow fate has taken over. rate has determined that Oedipus shall

know the truth- -that he was th e murder of his father and that

he became the husband of his mother.
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Today, if we overcome a prophecy, we tIlrely Prove tbat a

man or Madbine was wrong. xt if Oedipus bad sUcceeded, be wattld

have provat that APollo was wrong and that the geCs did not know

the fUtUre. Thus, the play takes a stand on the function Of

fate in the destiny of man. Oedipus rejected prophecy in the

play, but he found that be was wrong.2 -The choltis states the

issue raised by the lay when it chants:

No longer shall I visit with mv prayers
The inviolate Shrine at the center of the won d,

Or Abbae's temple, or Olympia,
If the prophecy should fail to come to pass
As aDeken, for all the world to see.

(Lines J55..'3$)3

If the: prophecy of Apollo is proved false, then all religion is

meaningless. The reader learns, though, that Jocasta's belief

in a world governed by chance is Shattered by proof that there

is a divine polfer and a divine knowledge.

Oedipus's example teachers us that man's confidence in his

ability, no matter bow great the ability, is an illusion if he

abandons the idea of God and of fate. It seems to suggest that

all human action is fixed in advance.

The "er of fate, a,s shown in ,Ciedim,s the Xipcf, is
irresistible and its effects are often ironic. Nothing within

Oedipus's 'Power could have prevented him from killing Laius

and marrying Jocasta, for the gods had issued their Proclamations.

It was, indeed, ironic, however, that Oedipus should be so

acclaimed for ansmering the riddle of the sphinx wilen it 'vas
the very same one which put him into such a situation of self-

discovery and destruction.

...6ome god was at your side,
As men believe, when you delivered us.

(Lines

Sophocles also illustrates in 2g1i1ua the Xina that man is

inferior to the gods because he is a mortal and fallible creature,

one who has no power to overcome one's one fate. Therefore, man's

wisdom ank:'. power are negligible when compared to those of the gods.

Another of his iaeas which are basic to Gredk thought is

that life is essentially tragic and painful. =Ian must accept

suffering (his fate) as his destined condition. If man denies

the supremacy of the gods, or if man sins against the 3:1Iis of

the gods or his fellow men, then feta demands that ha must (and

mill) be punished. This is shown when Oedipus chooses his oun

punishmeat - -blindness and abandonment. Sophocles would have one

believe that this was Oedipus's predestined fate to live for he

rest of his life in darkness ana isolation;

And, finally, as Sophocles suggests at the end of the play--

man is a mere victum of fate; he is a predestined creature:



People of this city, look, this man is ed;us,
gwessel. .k-m za_mous riddle, who rose to greatness,
oa: aiJ. in ene city Who sat* his good !arum.

And now what a fearZul storm of disaster has
struck him.

Mat is why we watt until we sea the final day,
itot calling anybody happy who is mortal
Until he has passed the last milestone without ca .

iccordingly, 110 man's hap lamas may be evaluated until all his
days have been accounted for. As was stateo by 4rawidL in hi.b.

irony_14 ;load Literature: The them,e of this Play is the Irony or
fote....ao mortal men...can be Pronounced happy until after he
i tigating he action, entangling Oedipus an th e others ill its
weh, and revealing to each of them, in the met, its

TOTS

1!;. D4 F. Kitt°, Greek Tradedv (Jew ' Doubleday C., Co..
Inc., 1954), pp. 40.494

2Sopbooles, inns the Etna 7?eter D. ;Amatt, trans1ator6-
editor.. (LJew York: ppleton -Century -Crofts, 1960), PP. 34-35.

4Council for a '201evision Course in the Ehmanities for
econdary adhools, Oedious the glact tjilmette, Illinoia:

encyclopedia Brittanica, 1963), . 40.41.

ocles,
5soDhoc .ms, pp. 54-55.

u !mar 3. awick, Tarld Literature (,-ell York: 'Jame
..Toble, Inc., 1)63), I, p. Si.
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2°1* INTRODUCTION O DRAMA
INTRODUCTION TO POETRY
MODEM: IlITMTURE
nilrROflUcTIQN TO FICTION

The four General studies courses in English at the
sophomore level are a continuation of the work in the three
freshman coMposition courses, which are prer=2_90'isite for all
200-level English courses. Nhereas the genre courses .401
202, and 21:O-focus primarily on technique and the various
elements inrporated in each literary 'type GSC,- 209--Modern
Literature--is devoted, largely to the study of themes and ideasin the major types of literature.

Each course n mtuin irement of three out-of-classhas a r
critical papers from three to five pates in Length. Ad83ti0nal_..,writinc assignments examinations (with the exception of thefinal examination) and quizzes are the prerogative of individualinstructors. In each paper, students are to o i, ,_, , the departs.
mental Stv]Le sheet in matters concerning format, docwienta4ion.and bibliograPhy.

lit

G$ C 201- INTR DUCTION TO DRAMA

Texts: Roby and Ulanov. Intro, duction to Drama. (McGraw-Hillcubeta, Modern Drama for Iknalvais. (Holt, Rinehart,
Winston).
Shakespeare. Richard II, (Signet)
Shakespeare. Henry IV* Part (Signet).
Departmental sitA.ie Sheet.

roach and Method

This course is designed to introduce the student to 1) the
dramatic techniques of form, plot, characterization, dialogue,
and setting; 2) the dramatic types- -tragedy, comedy, melodrama,and farce; and 3) the dramatic modes and values of classicism,
romanticism, realist% naturalism, sentimentalism, symbolism, and

eesionism These dramatic elements are illustrated in
esentative examples from Soptocles to O'Neill.
The material. covered in the course is cuttulative so thatthe student upon finishing the course, will headately prepared

to analyze and evaluate the form and _content of drama in general:
Of the minimum of three papers, the first is usually an analysisof some technical aspect of drama and r7.9ires, the student to

_compare and contrast two works--for example, the characterization
of the motivation of Medea in Zuripides' Medea and Phal--,Ts in
Racinets Phaedra; or the characterization of the brawart warrior



in Plautus' M&ies. Glortosus and Palsta f in Shakespeare's Henry,

/V Part T Subsequent papers are of increasinc complexity,

With the final paper to be written on a topic which ires

some research.

Siam 1e INIIMINSP

Sessions I

Sessions 6-14

Introductory
of the drama
corneal'. Th.

comments. YOtes on the development
and the development of tragedy and
Glass Moza,erie. Oedi,Jus

aecumus Rex. ry art IAlomars4A4. Henry,
Misanthro e,,,J

Sessions 15 24 Rosmarsholm. %I rc Aro. _sit:Th nevi s
lathi le. Desire Uncitx,_, __, Elms,

Ses, io,

T,

A

s 25.40 The Skin of r Teeth. A. View From the D.xid
.Sandbox.

GSC 202. INTR DUCTION TO POETRY

Miller and. Slote.
Leggett. .1.2 Poets.
Departmental Style

ch and Methods:

C.

Dimensions 2.f Poetrv. Dodd, Mead).
Mite ièhar, Winston.

Meet.

This course introduces the student to the technique and

craftsmanship of poetry. such attributes of poetry as metrics,

tone, imagery, and theme are presented first and considered in

depth. The student is then asked to apply bis knowledge of

these various elements and to examine each poem as a unified work

of art. Subjective analysis of poetry is discouraged unless the

student can support his opinion with comments based on internal

evidence from the work itself. The first of the three papers

assigned generally requires the student to examine some technical

problem such as scansion, tone, or imagery. Later papers are

ordinarily full critical analyses.

Samle S Alsbus:

1st week:

2nd &. 3rd

4th week:

5th & 6th

7th-10th

weeks::

weeks:

weeks:

Miller & Slote

Si IS to

se es es

so se so

It II SI

Chapter 4

1

It

II

2

3, supplemented by
Leggett

Selected poets and/or selected
poems to illustrate eras and
ideas, supplemented by Leggett.
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GSC 202: SAMPLE THEM

Hug maim RMACOMTION" MEANS

A 0.= is an organic Whole with all facets of its existence

interaciing to produce and support the meaning, or underlying idea.

This idea, or theme is, as Brooks and larren point out, a "a ent

on human values"..-"the evaluation of human erience." Two

aspects of any poem which greatly affect theme are tone and imagery.

Tone expresses the author's attitudes tows his subject, his

audience, and himself, through direct statement by the author

or his moons. Imagery is a device to communicate the oornplexity

of one person's experience in terms of some representation of

another, common experience. Imagery is not simply forming a

"mental picture" of an obJect or experience, but many appeal to

any of the settees. Kever functioning as mere decorations imadery

interacts with tone to enhkince theme, and thus to help produce

an organic Whole.

The dominant theme of "The Examination" y W. D. Snodgrass

is themaxking for conformity in society in general. Snodgrass,

through a mythological tale, is commenting on the methods of a

society which stifles creativity, ambition, curiosity --in short,

all attributes of intellectual
inquiry - -for the sake of conformity.

More specifically,
the theme can be viewed as one pertaining to

the field of education --the type
of educational system which

endeavors to shape each student to fit a certain predetermined

mold, with no concern for individual talents and potentials. Or

the theme may be taken as referring to the field of politics,

where each party forces its candidate to "conform" to established

standards of thought, action, dress, and speech in order to win

an election, disregarding that candidate's
abilities as an

individual. To a lesser degree, perhaps the theme pertains

specifically to military life, although this is where the drive

for conformity reaches a zenith, through indoctrination classes,

uniforms, and emphasis on rank.

The dominant tone of "The Examination" is ironical over-

statement. Ironical, in that snodgrass is not saying what is

meant. The poem is not simply a mythological story. Neither

is Snodgrass condoning the methods outlined in the poem as

perhaps the tonal shift from description to reflection in the

last two stanzas would sway us to believe. Rather, the speaker

seems through overstatement for emphasis to be admonishing the

future leaders of society against this type of strict conformity.

Images from the operating room and bird imagery are inter-

twined throughout the poem. References to wings, "that cruel

Golden beak," a "crow's quill," "their claws," "the sky," and

flight integrate the bird imagery. But the dominant image is

that of a surgical operation. References to probing, anaesthesia,

"clamped tissues," "forceps," an "outsized growth," "antiseptic."

and sterilization result in coherence of imagery throughout.

This combination of bird and surgical imagery heightens the irony

--vulture-like
birds of prey, s olic of death are performing
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surgery, Which is usually Ufa-sustaining. But "bow" a poem
Means concerns the integral effects of both tone and imagery
upon theme, not Just the delineation of the individual aspects.
In "The Examination" the author's imagery and tone contribute
effectively to the development of the theme he wishes to express.
The blackrobed examiners are like vultures, birds of prey, which
reach out with their "bone-yellow leathery fingers" and are
prepared to scrutinize their examinee. They probe and explore
him to make sure he is anaesthetized. The examiners then
remove the brain, mark off certain areas, and excise the
"dangerous" ones--daageroas only to the "ouperiorsill who want
conformity of thought from others. Meanwhile, the eyes are
blinded, the ears eLd nostrils are blocked, and the genitals
are tied off--now the examinee cannot experience anything which
does not coincide with society's conformity. The student must
confo.vm to the Instructorz, interprflt.ation of experienoe.
Likewise, the cendidate fryr electiv e. office must abide by the
decisions of thti party which is nominating him, and the soldier
is governed by the established patterns set down by his superior
officers. The wings of the examinee are literally "clipped."
so that he will "forget the sky" or at least "fly no higher than
his superiors fly."

In the last two stanzas, irony emerges. The speaker says
that next time the examinee's tongue will be split so that he
can talk "correctly"not saying anything which would not coincide
with the opinion and attitudes of his superiors. They will also
influence his taote for books and clothing in accordance with the
conformity of the area where he will live. If the examinee
survives this Lv!Ittaimpt to conform him, he may recover and hope
for "succesebecome an examiner himself--"return to join their
ranks," and force other people to conform.

Muse in "The Examination" 71. D. Snodgrass developes a theme
of striving for conformity in society in general, and in education,
politics, and the military in particular. The theme is developed
through a tone of ironical overstatement for emphasis to admonish
the leaders of tomorrow against a society which stifles inquiry
for the sake of conformity. Interacting with tone to enhance
theme is the author's bird and surgical imagery. The result is
a poem--an organic whole.
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GjC 210: 10 CT TO ricrcoll

Text: Jaffe & Scott. Studies i the ahort Story. (Holt, Ri ehart,
a Uinston).
Departmental St le Sheet.
One of the following groups of novels:

(I)

Dostoyavdky. Crime and Punishment.
Conrad. Lord Sim.
Joyce. The Pertrait of the Artist as a Youna Ilan.

Austin. Prude and Prejudice.
Eardv. Return of the 4etive.
Faunner. Li ht in Auctust.

(III)
Crane. The Red Badae of Couraae.
Eemingway. A rarewell to Arms.
Coen. Guard of Lonor.

preach and Methods:

This course is designed to acquaint the student with
1) the techniques and craftsmanship of the short story and
2) the recurrent themes, techniaues, and modes in the novel.
judh elements as tone, dharacterization, style, theme, etc., are
considered in depth through the analysis of particular short
stories. each instructor may choose any one of the three
groups of novels, which are chosen to illustrate similar themes
in different eras. The first paper is usually technical in
nature, while the later essays are generally critical analyses.

Sam,le Syllabus:

First, Second, Third Jedks: Jaffe

Fourth ITeek: Pride and Pre sudice.

Fifth 77Gel Jaffe & Scott.

Sixth Week: Return of the Oative.

CI Scott (selected short stories).

Seventh, eighth Weeks: Jaffe & Scott.

ninth leek: Licht in :iucust.

Tenth Week: Jaffe a Scott.
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GSC 209: MODERN L TERATURE

Texts: Brown. A Quarto of Modern Literature. (Charles Scribner),
Six Great Modern Short Hovels. (Jell).
Six reat ilodern Plavq. (Dell).
Depa iental Style Sheet.

Approach and Methods:

Unlike the three genre courses, GSC 209 is designed to
introduce the students to each of the major genres of literature
and to acquaint them with the general principles of criticism.
Because the course is a general survey of literary types, its
primary emghasis is upon the theme or central idea of each work.
The papers written in this course are essentially, therefore,
thematic studies; and the student is expected to trace the
development of the controlling idea in a particular work or to
compare and contrast variations of themes.

....mtltSar Syllabus:

1st - 2nd Week: Introdwtion
Galsworthy, p.3; Anderson, p. 74
Welty, p. 80; Joyce, p. 70; Lindbergh, p. 534

Wolfe, p. 127; Trilling, p. 153; Quiz
Hardy, pp. 417-419; Robinson. pp. 421-422
2liot, pp. 442-445; Auden, pp. 461-454
Thomas, pp. 463-469
Baldwin, pp. 500-506

3rd - 5th Week: Three Sisters (Six Plays); Quiz
Nafka, p. 106; Crane, p. 44
Jeffers, p. 450; Frost, pp. 424-423
The Master Builder (Six Plays); Quiz

6th - 7th Week: The Dead (Six Short Novels); DA?,
de la Mare, p. 423; Sandburg, pp. 429-431
Pound, pp. 433-434; Lawrence, pp. 435-436;
Williams, pp. 451-452

The Madwoman of Challot, p. 315
Cummings, pp. 447-448; Quiz
Housman, pp. 419-420
Spender, pp. 465-466

8th - 10th Week: Noon Wine (Six Short Novels)
All a Sons (Six Plays); Quiz

The Great Gatsby or Ethan From
Hemingway, p. 35
Conrad, p. 26

Faulkner, p. 99; Quiz
The Bear (Six jhort Novels)
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Ittough te ntation ent or ciuge for the 1nüut
of ou to the m&uriktj of m*floo0 i4 cci non o "!ae short Zapp

of ranci4 flfl 34J 4
the rn nner of pet1ng ti theme *n each of these Storiesaifer gret prcviàng acme tnteres4ing :Q43t. The nost
signtfcant coitrasts arethe eriod of Mnie reqjred to bzg
about the L*tion to meflitood the ver nature of the Init4atio*
its*]E te re]ation3hi tween the Cberacter undergOitg the
rtiation and ts gding nce of r-image," ari4 the

panece of the 1n1Ltiat4 on to maflhooL as mpUed 1 the author
ana' 1of erred br the reder

1e erLod of time reqired to bring abcTt the inttiation
o mankood ia kistincUy Ufferent in each of the *torie. t*
ancts 8conther was t t[P$ve yearJ of age. e *es not a man.

Ctase in a battered trucic ó*r rugie4 rLcan Terrain and
the ioesate sIaugtar of a fe't ifEa10 C rnL*eteil hasiged iiLs
1 iLEe. aconVber' s LnitLatio* OcCUrked in 1ejgs than an hour. Tta
Oatain, at ntu$1ev/en eazs of age, was no a mature indi4du
ether. Lia five as of fear, and Lneci4on ftnafly
cuimina4d ik a "dl oru4ie'4 arnbLe hi4i succeeded and e*aibied
iirn to achieve majthood. The bo was on)j fouraen ears o&d heri

became a man, but be bad been undrgoin 2is metarbosts
for fOr years. He bad been sj2owy seasoning an readg for
the da wten ha finUy wou]A ieave bc2tood bn0J. Zt is scmebat
tronikca] that as the ages of the men increased, the tine requireT
or the iitiLation process &ecreaaed.

The ve nature Of each in&tiaton to manbood is cp4te
&i ffernt. mncis Uaccer' s tnttiatLon tA manbOO4 was 1re1r
o,f aj emo)ttona nature. U of bia Ufe combe ' s tbougbte ar
actions ia bn governed b tyke boO1ks te bad read or tte
tnfZuence of other eoZ. hen hts emotions gained the ur

COmber S*CCCeSSUU7 bri4e4 t'te g been youth an
manhood The Oaain' a cban was cth emótionai an rationa'.
Fie used both strong emoUoii and ratLo*a] beba4or to 4cn his
gambie at the end of the sto3. e Oaain reace4 hs fear
arra indecise behavior 4ti% coiiragje and osittve thinI4n. The
nature of the bc $ gx to itanbood was more ratonai tban
emotionai Fie *d anaIze4 buise)f and Cnm bat ka to be done
to cU eve maturityl. tbou bt final meeting 4th the bear
as vsr7 emo the p4anning for that meeting bad been

preme8Ltated and weU tbougj*-out.

The re attonhip betwee:n the c1aracter un4ergothj the
initiation to marthoo4 and his guiding inf'uence Os "fatbar$mtgie"
is p)O U*1T d1ftre*t in eac1# of the stories. Rc)Lrt 7Uson
an raucis coer eibit a rather aistorted father and sonreatiOip. )urin9 the cour&e of the s*C. they pass through
phases of 4istrust, jeaoug, bate, disst, respèct, smp;atb!,
and oridss tarcs each cáer. Ehe if aUngs are awi1s felt
bf Oflf OttG p rsn at ar? t Cular: :mOfllefl, owevcr. ttscn ana



Macomber never reach a two*olway understaning. -Chore is no sincere,
c Limicattofl between them.) Sam Fathers and the boy have an
almost real father and son relationehip. There, is a sincere
0C-177.--YrnicatiOn oe feelings and, thoughts, between them. They under-
stand and love eadh,_ Other almost as mu as if they were, really
related br,b1,) Their relationstip never Changes. The
relationshkp existing between Leggett, and the Captain i unique
and stranqes They are completely identical and seem to be one
person split intoltwo equalpartS. Sect, Man, understands exactly
the thoughts# iods vand deeds of the other because, be is experiencing
tbe sane emotiOns. They have complete, empathy.

The permanence of the initiation, to manhood as implied by
the author and inferred by the reader can be greatly contrasted.
Since rranOLS liao:11:.1'..er underwent his change in a rapid:, unthinUingt
and brutalmannom4 it isoonoeivable that he would, revert to his
former self in a, short time. his initiation, might wear off. if
this possibility would occur, it is just as well that he died
happy' and a man. The Captain might or might not remain a mature
individual in the future. The reader can be hopeful that he will,
but cannot be absolutely sure, because, of the uncertain manner of
his Obange. if his luck runs against him, there is a good chance
be also would revert, to that he once had, been. The boy will
retain a man, for the rest, of his life. Eis dedication to the
finding of truthand honest self-analysis assures the reader
that his initiation, to manhood, was no fluke. His gradual seasoning
will stand the test of time.

The initiation-to-manhood process knows no sat of rules or
boundaries. To become a man, each individual must meet this
challenge in his own particular 'may.



X. General RogUlati _at The followin aro general instruOtions
for the, meehanidal wort rvAilated to your teaching* rotr
cooperatial will help keep confUsion to a miniMitt':

.

43,EA.Sit will he , aY SePte r 23 at 1 p.m..
in Main 399; tbere 'will also b a meeting on Tuesday (10 a.m..
in Main 309)* All new teaching assistants and new instructors
aze required to attend. As soon as yea arrive on campus,
please otact the secretary in Mhin 3L3 you will be assigned
office space and given instxuctions about receiving mail, etc*

giskagatta.0.,51;Umtmatom without teaching
arerecaliiied to enroll in

blob meets eadh Wednesday from 3-5* All new
zs are required to audit the course*

3. 27U. New teaching assistants may pick p te_ 5s at the
time they owe to the campus to be advised and registemd for
fall classes* Those who are in Carbondale zny pick _p texts
in my office during the simmer.
,,,qtagg ne names of students enrolled in your classes
will be p ,:,,zided for you, ._rior to the opening of classes, on
IBM class lists. Instruc about admitting students to
your classes will be provided at the same time.

5. att.:gagpAgg., Materials for class use can be duplicated in
the English ()Vice, Main 313. Please type the ditto and bringit to the off ,,u,r1 prior to the time you need it

6. Absences* When for illness or any other reason you axe absent
class, notify the office as soon as you know you will be

absent. If possible, arrange with a colleague to conduct your
classes while you era gone. If you cannot make this arrow.
meat in advance, give the, secretary complete infemation for
the inst=otion of your class, future 'assignments to be made,
and so on

laitaatialuLto otily.,,aLatyssix,,.aj,2Lemma. When you return to
the campus, fill out the remixed absence form in the office.
Your class is a daily responsibility; the is no emonse for
evading its
st...Agntab nota. There is no cut system in the University*
:Students who are absent three times consemtively should be
reported directly, in writing, to their dean. Students who
are endangering their academic standing by being 'absent should
also be reported to their deans. Absence forms are available
in Main 313.
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*wax yew mall each day: respond p 1 to tne
------re-oleett you find. Because the departme______at is so it is

absolutely essential that you coope, this matter

9. Every te_seher aniviu-- nee to his
u*s at km_raioda a %mew %man he wijtil be 411.

, , Ms
office available for conferences. You are e_xpeoted to be in

t cannot meet wtth
tit at another time,
conferences are a

your office daring these hours. n a etudes
you then you will need to make an a intim
You should make clear to your students that

0, CY

invite students for coeferences, bit in neral
to require conferences of all students.

ge it is better not

Stud .1.....h w Students are rewired to p a. Ade a m4inila file
folder in Whieh to keep their themes* Xnstruct them to bring
the folder to each conference: dbin't waste yousr time and theirs

discussing the, ir writing without reference to their papers.
Students keet, their themes, although you may want to require
see-_,._o_ copies of any major oute-of-eless assignments.

C::reful theme assignments and detailed analYsis of students'
mistakes are central to the purposesof the. composition
sequence. Each paper should be graded and returned go
the next theme assignment. De not get behind in your gra

11. MisszteiLoa. Several times, during the quarter you will be
Visited 1:_q the departmental supervisors. After * conference
with you, they will turn in to the office an informal report
of their. visit to your class. ZE you have any questions or
problem, please feel free to consult with the supervisors
or me.

12. P . Wary quarter a certain number of students are
coerced or frustrated into submitting plagiarized

The procedure-without exception-i-for dealing with
larism is as follows:

Before your first theme assig read to all of your class
the following statement:

A student who sub Lts a paper which contains passages
quoted or paraphrased f another person's writing
Without proper acknowledgement (quotation marks,
footnotes, etc.), or a paper which has been written in
any part by someone else is guilty of plagiarism*
Students who submit plagiarized papers will be dismissed
f the course, given an grade in the course, and
reported to the appropriate dean.
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You are to read
instrwtions a
thereafter. Th

this statement at the beginning of your
t them:4 aasignments, and least once

e statement is also in the aeptutmentai
(encloaed): call it to t attention Of yourftExplain ,nlartiariam carefully zuLLy

,__q ",,_students hot to avoid it. Most pl ri edZ papers are the
result of student's ignorance, not his intention to put

thing over on you.

Lain that failure to submit on th
student,-.Cheating

'You are

e will not fail a

report to me in writing and in fula detail
every .Co ----''T --6.4,,,,,t, IA,

_ f.t___ plagiarism. With your letter subadt,
,=.1.

,

It is ----------:.......,,, in Eu*101 and 1 supporting proof* your
to---------- ibility, to sentro_ .out-gotooslass theme assignments toJ.,..._Th,.___-_,,:,,,4

make plagiarism .dittiopIto Don't :.give impossible theme top4sat
.taalie them timely and closely related to the reading material.
Give *soli cuts in advance and make occasional cheeks of
themes in 17ms-roast such as .outlines submitted .ahead of time.

pL -\JAH,tetot in all matters of discipline and :conduct
of your classes, you should, consult with the supervisors Or
with me before you make any statement to individuals or
classes or take any action. There are establiebed palates
and practices to be followed, and you may not be fully aware
of .these.,

no not hesitate, however, to dismiss a t Kamm student
from your class. Ask him to leave; tell him to see you before
the lunch class period. Or, send him to me. Actually, problems
of this kind are very few, and you will probably meet with
none.

remember you are teaching freshmen. A few months
ago they were in high school. Most of them 'have little idea
of what is to be e cted of them in the University. Explain
what you expect to teach thm: explain what is required of
them. Be clear in your assignments. Be as firm as you like--
but don't be bare-boiled, sawastic, contemptuous, patronizing.
Only rarely will you have a student who is not willing to
cooperate and to try to do what is required of him.if he
underatands it.



MI)

?wed freshman composition is essentia4y a ccxkprottise
between What we ,:_A 14ke, to do*--41 we had tirne --.66-a, JIV, 14,t
wewe have to do. You will meet each class amro._)_,Idlea_ _Voly 30;have ._, ,___.., \__. ,,,..__ .

times i guus-' rtaer. The range of posakble arosiS of ixteUu,__*!,,On,i -o b d that you must select and concentrate or ,s_4701_401
your course hopelessly thins history and Jfalf,,,,,)2;,_s ?wen - ,_--._;-,_!____

Lt--1_,,)---_,- * ,5----------, .,_'7:7 j 7 -. A.1 .- .u- i ni - the research
A, ol4 and new diction and dietionarr stud.

_ogc_a# _J._ .-_. -,.,:--
need .. A AL v vw. Li m in eachAvntax 1 --24, ' reouoract pancuus42,Hont spe.,_-, ng# _e ,,.5.,,,_____54..,_44r,44,

paper etc. In weak ciaos, the neve tor ulos___gulwv-_-_-,-ruction --2-(1-' ----:----
area is evident, but in a quarter you -_-..)_0_\sot drwote full
attention to everYthtng7 You must dead* What is moat important.

view is that 4eari coi1ezent writing1
some faults of mechanics, __4$ more of

than writing Thic is free of aU these
nonsense« We insist, therefore, that ou
in teaching canposition is to bring the
minima levels, of competency in writing
Logical expository prose on subjects of

restive corstartication
faults but Which Le
r printar objective
student to certain
Clear, caerento
significance*

1124s does riot st..; that we will ignore errors in punctuation,
Welling* etc. It does mean that While we will Call these
errors to the attention of the student, we will necessarily
require 1dm to Learn to correct these mistakes lamely on
his aim or- in conjunction with the work in the Writing Clinic.
we will instruct him in the use of his handbook, dictionary,
and otter refe,--,?ce works, but class work will be f sed on
the clear, orderly effective c ,1 OlCatiOn of ideas. We
havenst time to do otherwise.
Xtt the first themes you receive you are going tc find. a wide
range of writing skills: themes that are muth
unmeant- without contents flawed in spelling, graninar,
usage, to a., that are good in every respect. You--,- will find
that some, perhaps many, of your students wrote little or
nothing in high schools that some, a few wrote mush, and
received expert, constructive criticism. Most of your
students will have had experience in writing sem_ ;here
between these extremes. One of your main Challenges in
teaching these students and in reading and criticizng their
writing will be to maintain a consistent sense of values,
of balm**, proportion. ErrOgs in apeilin

are obvious and invite the CU;
free6a frcm these errors may by contrast be so satisfying
that lac of content and structure may

Your focus in teaching position will be on achieving
clear, met, logical e sition. -Mechanical errors by no
means necessarily defeat this aims But do rot ignore them
call them to the student's attention by marking them; help



goo

U conferences to understand and correct theat And5
you will of course hold him responsible for them
the theta grade appropriately. On the other hand
abSence of errors does not entitle a

and diminish
the mere

indent to
a passing grade. A theme without one such error.
weittbou, t content or effective structure, merits a failing
grade.
The final rade in the course should be determined what
the student demonstrates he has learne4 and can do in writing

bat also

towards the end of the quarter. For exampU, jf
receives co his themes EDDCCeir give him a C
=Mg' providing _he has satisfactorily completed

a student
for the
his other

assignments. You are grading students in this course on
wha_ t 'they pe they have learned...not on what they didn't
law and couldn't de at the i f the

they
- 0 ,Lan e

f you have PObIeinar see the supervisors or me. Our Ekt
is to help you We will provide broad outlines for your
class work» it within this general framework, we want
you to feel free to use your experience and initiative
to create a workable p oram for your classes.

TD
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GRADUATE STUDENT READMITTANCE- -Graduate students taken away from their
studies by the military draft will be able to reenter the University at
whatever stage of their progress they left school, Dean William Simeone
said Thursday in a statement through University News Services. The dean
said his reassurance was intended primarily for graduate students in their
first year of study and current seniors who plan to enter Graduate School.
"Hopefully, the students involved should be able to finish their current
terms in which enrolled, but if this is not the case, they should withdraw
officially from school, giving the reason for departure and current status
of studies. Such a student should notify us as soon as he knows he is
returning.

ENGLISH COMPOSITION EXEMPTIONS- -The department of English on the Carbondale
campus has established an automatic exemption policy in relation to the
three-quarter composition sequence. Students who rank in the 90th percentile
or above on their ACT scores in English are automatically excused from the
first two quarters and assigned to the third. If they make C's or better,
they are given credit for the full nine hours of the sequence. Students who
rank between 70-89 percentile are automatically excused from the first
quarter and assigned to the second. Upon satisfactory completion, these
students receive six hours of credit.

In the school year 1966-67, 130 students were excused from the first
two quarters and assigned to the third, and 184 students were excused from
the first quarter and assigned to the second, making a total of 314 auto-
matically exempted from one or more quarters. Statistics for Fall Quarter
of the school year 1967-68 indicate a significant increase in the number
of students who rank in the top ten per cent of the ACT scores. During the
Fall Quarter of this year, 236 students were excused from the first two
quarters and assigned to the third, an increase of slightly 60% more students
who ranked in the top ten per cent than during the school year 1966-67. In
contrast to the 184 students who were excused from the first quarter in the
fall of 1966, during the Fall Quarter 1967, 308 students were automatically
excused from the first quarter. The exact percentage of increase on this
level is not known, because the cut-off points in the school year 1967-68
were lowered to include ten per cent more of the freshman class.

Students are not required to waive one or more courses; they are free
to take each course in the sequence if they wish. For those students who
selected the automatic exemption option, however, less than 5% who were
excused from two quarters and assigned to the third made less than C's.
Twelve per cent of those students who were exempted from the first quarter
and assigned to the second made less than C's. In both cases, however,
only three per cent failed either course. In addition to recognizing the
capabilities of entering freshman students, the automatic exemption policy
enabled the department to teach 30 sections fewer than would be required
if the policy were not in effect.
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This study was conducted by the Testing Center at the

request of the Graduate School. Thirpurpose-lias to establish,

any existing relationship between undergraduate Grade Point

Average and performance on the Graduate English Exaiination.

The specific question put to the researchers was "Do those num
;

dents who fail the. Graduate English Ent amination tend to have tow
... .... .

undergraduate GP-Aloft
M1

,111,

RESULTS

Graduate English Examination scores and U.G.P.A. were

obtained for all graduate students who had taken the Graduate

English Examination during the period January, 1963 through

December, 1963. The data utilised in the studY were scores of

first attempts on the examination and undergraduate grade point

average equated to a tivecipoint scale-. .Two-way frequency dig,

tributions and percentages are reported in Tables I-and U.

1
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TABLE I

Perc.entaite DistOb,ution,

A Comparison of Scores on the Graduate English Examination with
Undergraduate Grade Point Averages
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TABLE II

A Comparison of Pass-Fail-Theme Scores
on the Graduate English Examination with

Undergraduate Grade Point Averages

undargraduate Oracle Point Averages/
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Deseripiien of Data

I. 28% of those students with undergraduate GPAss of 340-3.24

failed the objective portion of the examination. 20% of the

students in this range were required to write the theme.

II. 20% of those students. with undergraduate. GPAss of 3.1501.49

failed the objective portion of the examination. 19% of the

students in this range were required to write the theme.

/II. 187. of those students with undergraduate CPA's of 3.50u3.74

failed the objective portion of the examination. 20% of the

students in this range were required to write the theme.

IV. .087. of those students with undergraduate GUIs of 3.75-3.99

failed the objective portion of'the examinetion. .07% of the

students in this range were required to write the theme.

V. .03% of these students With undergraduate GM's of 4.004.24

failed the objective portion of the examination. 12% of the

students in this range were required to write the theme.

VI. .037. of those students with undergraduate GPA's of 4.254.4

failed the objective portion of the examination. 06% of the

students in this range were required towrite.the theme.

VII. None of tic stmlimitswith undergraduate CPA's of 4.50-5.00

failed the objective portion of the examination. .08% of the

students in this range were required to write the theme.



164, of the taWat popu,slat ton faisd the olijactive portton of

eh* XaMj_rtaas GIA of atom students iling the examines

t 414n had uadArgradliate Ws Wow 3.74.

EL in of the total plat1on mote the theft. 76% of thou

students required to writs th. them had ufirdargradetate

beIok, 375.

X. tn of the total .population pertised the *waive portion

uncoaitionst: mot those atudafts pellting the exasfulto

tion uncoatlitionally had unlergradititte GUIs

nempterty of itit Itesearch

ucJ 3.754

The peon* condi' Iona passing range 0044 revs score, stay

dent* must theme) falls at the 1944 percentile range

of college freshmen noreas_-)4.

U. Research indicates that 10415Z of the Gractuov. population

(Total lia-752) da objective portion of the examination

on their first WAIL VA of the Graduate population Lail

either the ob4ectilve or theme portion of the examination on

their first trid. 43% faskil either the objective or theme

VortiO4, On the second triai .

lute retatiotLoLD4ta

I. It would appw that the present scores rewired to peas the

amduate Inglith &mutilation (both contiticnia- and uncondi.

tionally) are extremely low in terms of college fresh-Tao ores.

Under the existing rule a Graduate student at Southern Illinois



Uraversity 410 scores at the 29th percentile of college

freshman norms is allowed to write a theme to complete this

reWirement. lf a student scores at the 47th percentile of

cotlege freihmen norms he has fulfilled the EnaliSh sequire.

meat of the GradUate School. However, on the basis of this

study it would be predicted that raising the conditional

passing score to the 50th percentile of College Sophmores

would result in the failure, of 43% of the Gradate population.

114 This study would indicate that the Graduate English Examina .

tion, if the present pass.fail -theme cut.off scores .ere

retained, is not particularly discriminating for those stu-

dents with. undergraduate CPA's of 3.75 and above. In this

range (3.75.5.00) only 5% of the population fail the test and

one 81. are required to write the theme.

III. The data indicate that the highest percentage of failures

(242) occur below the 3.75 undergraduate GP A level. There

appears to be very little difference between the 3.00.3.24,

3.25-3.49 and 3.59.3.74 ranges in term of percent of failures.

Recommendations

I. The results of this and previous studies xNmktld seen to mdi.

cate the following:

A. The Graduate English Examination might be waived for'

those students who enter the Graduate Selhool.with an

undergraduate GPA of 3.75 and above.



B. Those students who enter the Graduate School with

an, undergraduate GP of 3.74 or below might be

required to take the Graduate English Examination.

1. The student who pastes the Graduate English

Examination objective portion conditionally

would be required to pass a theme to satisfy

the Graduate English requirement.

2. The student who fails the objective or theme

portion of the Graduate English Examination

on the first trial might be required to como

plate a remedial English course. The student

could then be required to pass the Graduate

English Examination or the successful comple0

tion of the course could be substituted.

II. The National normative Data on the Cooperative English Examine-

tien indicates that Southern Illinois University presently

requires graduate students to demonstrate proficiency which is

below that of the average entering freshman in college. It is

recommended that the passing score be elevated to a point

assuring that a student who receives a degree from the Graduate

School of Southern Illinois University has demonstrated a prefis

cieney in English in accord flit: h the advanced degree and at

least equal to or above the average score for entering college

freshmen.

.*0


